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Abstract
This thesis describes neutron diffraction studies of the long-range magnetic or-

dering of superconducting ErNi2B2C and TmNi2B2C in an applied magnetic field.
The magnetic structures in an applied field are especially interesting because the
field suppresses the superconducting order parameter and therefore the magnetic
properties can be studied while varying the strength of superconductivity.

ErNi2B2C:
For magnetic fields along all three symmetry directions, the observed magnetic
structures have a period corresponding to the Fermi surface nesting structure.
The phase diagrams present all the observed magnetic structures, and the spin
configuration of the structures are well understood in the context of the mean
field model by Jensen et al. [1]. However, two results remain unresolved: 1. When
applying the magnetic field along [010], the minority domain (QB

N= (0, Q, 0) with
moments perpendicular to the field) shows no signs of hysteresis. I expected it
to be a meta stable state which would be gradually suppressed by a magnetic
field, and when decreasing the field it would not reappear until some small field
comparable to the demagnetization field of 0.1 T. 2. When the field is applied
along [110], the magnetic structure rotates a small angle of 0.5o away from the
symmetry direction.

TmNi2B2C:
A magnetic field applied in the [100] direction suppresses the zero field magnetic
structure QF = (0.094, 0.094, 0) (TN = 1.6 K), in favor of the Fermi surface nest-
ing structure QN = (0.483, 0, 0). The appearance of the QN phase was initially
believed to be caused by the suppression of superconductivity. This suppression
should make it energetically favorable to create a magnetic order with a Q-vector
determined by the maximum in the magnetic susceptibility at the Fermi surface
nesting vector QN. The phase diagram for the magnetic structures is presented,
however several properties of the QN magnetic structure cannot be explained
within any known models. Quadrupolar ordering is suggested as a possible candi-
date for explaining several features of the QN structure: The Nèel temperature of
QN increases steadily up to the maximum examined field of 6 T, the QN structure
appears only parallel to the applied field, not perpendicular to it, and last the QN

phase has a low intensity tail extending to temperatures as high as 15 K at 6 T.



It should be noted that part of the work for this thesis has been carried out in
collaboration with fellow researchers. In general, I have initiated all the neutron
diffraction and scattering experiments, and performed most of them myself. Some
of them have been performed while I was either pregnant or on maternity leave,
by A. B. Abrahamsen, A. Jensen and N. H. Andersen. The results for ErNi2B2C
with the field along [001] are presented in section 5.5, note that the experiment
and data analysis for this field direction is done by A. Jensen. The remaining data
analysis presented in chapters 5 and 6 was done by myself. The model work on the
magnetic structures, described in sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 was done by J. Jensen
[1, 2].

Many of the results presented in this thesis are also included in the following
publications:

K. Nørgaard, M.R. Eskildsen, N.H. Andersen, J. Jensen, P. Hedeg̊ard, S.N. Klausen,
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1 Introduction

Superconductivity and long range magnetic order are two basic properties of solid
state materials which have been studied intensively for many years. Magnetism is
by now well understood and the basic mechanisms have been unravelled through-
out the last forty years. Superconductivity on the other hand, is not yet well
understood. Some of the basic features were explained in the fifties by Ginzburg
and Landau, and by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer, but the basic mechanism
of the High-Tc materials is a mystery yet to be solved. One question that needs
answering is whether the attractive coupling in the Cooper pairs is magnetic in
origin. Thus, the interaction between superconductivity and magnetism is studied
not only because they are competing states, but also because it may resolve a
fundamental problem in superconductivity physics.

In this thesis the magnetic structures of ErNi2B2C and TmNi2B2C are studied
in an applied magnetic field. The idea of the experiments was to study the magnetic
structures while suppressing superconductivity, and this was done by applying a
magnetic field. The magnetic field modifies the superconducting order parameter,
which means that in principle we can study the magnetic order while gradually
changing the strength of superconductivity.

The problem at hand is that the magnetic field also affects the magnetic struc-
tures directly, and the hard part of this thesis has been to separate whether it was
a reduced strength of superconductivity or an effect of the magnetic field applied,
which was the driving factor for the observed changes of magnetic structure.

This chapter introduces the problem at hand, and gives an overview of the
history of the interaction between superconductivity and magnetism. Chapter 2
presents the basic theoretical mechanisms for the magnetic ordering in the rare
earth nickel borocarbides, and specifically the model work on ErNi2B2C. Chapter
3 contains a short presentation of the superconducting properties relevant for this
thesis. Chapter 4 gives a detailed treatment of neutron diffraction of magnetic
structures. Chapters 5 and 6 contain the experimental results, and finally chapter
7 summarizes the results, and offers an outlook to future experiments. Appendix
A accounts for the detailed calculation of the scaling of the QF intensity to QN

equivalents, which is used in chapter 6.

1.1 Superconductivity and magnetism - histori-
cally

In the 1950s and 1960s, the interaction between magnetism and superconductiv-
ity was studied by substituting magnetic impurities into a superconductor, with
a fast suppression of superconductivity as a result [3]. This was understood in
terms of the spin scattering of the impurity spins which disrupts the Cooper pair
formation [4]. Typically, a 1 % substitution was enough to extinguish the supercon-
ducting state. Such a low concentration of magnetic ions means that a cooperative
magnetic state does not form, a state which would otherwise compete with the
superconducting order parameter.

The 1970s offered the first examples of true long range magnetic order coexisting
with superconductivity, namely the Chevrel phase superconductors with chemical
formula RMo6S8, and the related RRh4B4 compounds. In these materials there is
a separate, fully occupied rare earth sublattice. The fact that these materials were
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superconducting at all implied that the magnetic ions and the superconducting
electrons belonged to different, isolated sublattices, and thereby the conventional
Abrikosov-Gorkov spin-depairing mechanism was suppressed. The magnetic or-
dering temperatures are all low, approximately 1 K, and thus it was argued that
electromagnetic dipolar interactions dominates the energetics of the magnetic sys-
tem. In cases where these interactions favor antiferromagnetism, the magnetization
averages to zero on the length scale of the coherence length, resulting in a weak
influence on the superconducting order parameter. In the interesting case of a
ferromagnetic state like e.g. HoMo6Se8[5], there is a strong coupling to the super-
conducting state that originates from the internally generated magnetic field. The
competition with the superconducting order parameter gives rise to long wave-
length oscillatory magnetic states and/or reentrant superconductivity.

In the late 1980s all attention was given to the high-Tc cuprate compounds,
where interesting aspects of the interaction between superconductivity and mag-
netism were presented. Interestingly, there is magnetism associated with the Cu
ions, while the Cu-O layers are also responsible for the superconducting pairing.
The undoped cuprates are antiferromagnetic insulators where the S = 1

2 Cu spins
order at high temperatures. With doping, the materials loose the Cu long range
magnetic order and become high-Tc superconductors. The Cu moments and ener-
getics are still present, though, and these quantum spin fluctuations are believed
to play an essential role in the formation of the d-wave electron pairing.

The rare earth nickel borocarbides were discovered in 1994, with long range
magnetic ordering occurring at relatively high temperatures (≈ 10 K), thereby
ensuring that exchange interactions control the magnetic system. Also the super-
conducting ordering temperatures are in the range of 10 K, with a strong electron-
phonon interaction. The combined magnetic and superconducting properties, with
comparable energy scales make these materials model systems for investigating the
interaction between these two cooperative phenomena.

8 Risø–R–1440(EN)



2 Magnetism

Figure 1. Crystal structure of RNi2B2C, the crys-
talline parameters varies slightly through the se-
ries from a = 3.637 Å in GdNi2B2C to a = 3.478
Å in YbNi2B2C, and c = 10.227 Å in GdNi2B2C
increasing to c = 10.607 Å in YbNi2B2C.

The rare earth nickel borocar-
bides, with the chemical sto-
ichiometry RNi2B2C, belong
to the quaternary intermetal-
lic superconductors. Supercon-
ductivity in a number of these
materials was first reported in
1994 by Nagarajan et al. [6]
and Cava et al. [7]. The crys-
tal structure, which is shown
in figure 1 was determined by
Siegrist et al. [8], and is body
centered tetragonal (symmetry
group I4/mmm).

The magnetism in these ma-
terials arises from ordering of
the magnetic moment on the
rare earth ion. A Hamiltonian
describing the magnetism con-
sists of terms including the
crystalline electric field, dipole
and exchange couplings. Also
magnetoelastic and quadrupolar terms are relevant for ErNi2B2C. On the other
hand for TmNi2B2C, no specific model has been presented in the literature. We
discuss the above mentioned terms in the model for ErNi2B2C, and also the ba-
sic theory for a quadrupolar/magnetoelastic coupling. This may be relevant in
TmNi2B2C.

2.1 Hund́ s rules

The electron configuration of a single rare earth atom follows the general scheme
of the rare earth atoms. It is characterized by the filling of the 4f shell with 0
to 14 electrons, and the configuration of an individual atom can be calculated by
means of local density theory. As a result, it is seen that the 4f electrons are close
to the nuclei, well shielded by the 5d and 6s electrons [9].
The spin and orbital angular momenta of the ion are determined by Hund́ s rules:

1. Maximize S.
This minimizes the energy contribution due to the exchange interaction by
letting the spins point in the same direction.

2. Maximize L within the constrains of rule 1.
This minimizes the energy contribution from the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the electrons, since the electrons tend in average to be further away
from each other if they rotate in the same direction.

3. J = |L ∓ S| with the sign changing at half filling.
This minimizes the energy contribution from the spin-orbit coupling. The
sign change appears because for a single electron the energy is lowest when
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the spin is antiparallel to the orbital angular momentum, whereas for a more
than half filled shell the low energy states are used up, and by the exclusion
principle, the lowest energy is obtained if the spin is parallel to the orbit.

A free Er3+ ion has 11 4f electrons, hence using Hund́ s rules gives S = 3
2 , L =

6, and J = 15
2 . Tm3+ has 12 4f electrons giving S = 1, L = 5, and J = 6.

The magnetic moment is given by

µ = gSµBS + gLµBL (1)

where gS = 2 and gL = 1 are the gyromagnetic factors for the spin and orbital
angular momentum. Inserting this gives:

µ = µB(2S + L) = µB(S + J) (2)

The magnetic moment precesses around J, and only the projection of the magnetic
moment on J is conserved. The component of S parallel to J is:

S‖ =
J · S
J2

J =
1
2
J2 + S2 − L2

J2
J (3)

Inserting this, the magnetic moment is:

µ = −µB(S‖ + J) = −gJµBJ (4)

where

gJ = 1 +
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) − L(L + 1)

2J(J + 1)
(5)

is the Landé g-value. For a free Er ion we obtain a gJ value of 6
5 , resulting in

a magnetic moment of 9µB, and similarly for Tm3+ gJ = 7
6 and the magnetic

moment is 7µB.

2.2 Crystal electric field

The magnetism of the rare earth ions is due to the unfilled 4f shell, whose electrons
are close to the core. The consequence is a spin-orbit coupling so strong that even
if the electrons are perturbed by a crystal field, the ground state of the ion is
found among those picked by the spin-orbit coupling. The exact configuration
of the lowest lying rare earth states are controlled by the crystal electric field,
and will be summarized in the following. The symmetry of the rare earth nickel
borocarbides leads to a Hamiltonian for the crystalline electric field defined in
terms of five parameters:

HCF =
∑

l=2,4,6

B0
l O0

l +
∑
l=4,6

B4
l O4

l , (6)

where Om
l are the Stevens operators [9]. The Stevens parameters Bm

l may be de-
termined from inelastic neutronscattering [10], in combination with paramagnetic
susceptibility and heat capacity measurements. This was done by Gasser et al.
[10], and the results for ErNi2B2C and TmNi2B2C are presented in table 1.

In the case with TmNi2B2C, the crystal field creates a doublet ground state with
only Jz components, the next states appear approximately 3 meV above and they
are nearly degenerate. Notice that 3 meV corresponds to 33 K so the magnetic
properties with TN = 1.6 K are determined by the doublet ground state yielding
an Ising-like system with the c-axis being the easy axis. The observed magnetic

10 Risø–R–1440(EN)



B0
2 B0

4 B4
4 B0

6 B4
6

ErNi2B2C -0.0173 0.147 ·10−3 -3.3 ·10−3 -0.122 ·10−5 2.16 ·10−5

TmNi2B2C -0.12 0.33 ·10−3 -0.01 0.7 ·10−5 -1.16 ·10−4

Table 1. The Stevens operator parameters (meV). From references [1, 10].

moment of the Tm ion in TmNi2B2C is 4µB, compared to the free ion moment of
7µB.

The ground state of the Er3+ ion in ErNi2B2C is a doublet, with an exited
doublet lying only 0.6-0.7 meV above the ground state. This leads to a ’double-
Ising’ system, the so-called four-state clock behavior. The moments are hard to
magnetize along the c-direction, but they are easily magnetized along the [100] or
equivalently the [010] directions, and when the field is applied in the ab-plane, the
magnetization measurements show a cos θ dependence [11]. The observed magnetic
moment of the Er ion in ErNi2B2C is 7.8µB, compared to the free ion moment of
9µB, and magnetic ordering appears at TN = 6.8 K.

2.3 Heisenberg exchange coupling

The exchange interaction between the conduction electrons and the localized 4f

electrons leads to an indirect coupling between the spins of the rare earth ions. It
is therefore the susceptibility of the electron gas and the overlap between the 4f
and the conduction electrons that determine the nature of this coupling.

The effective Heisenberg interaction between the spins of the rare earth ions is
given by:

HRKKY = −J
∑
i,j

χ(Ri − Rj) Si · Si (7)

here J is the constant value of the exchange integral, J (q), which represents the
overlap between the 4f electrons and the conduction electrons. Experimentally
this is known as the form factor of the 4f electrons. Since the 4f electrons are
close to the ion core, the electron density may be approximated by a delta function,
yielding a constant exchange integral, J . χ(Ri − Rj) is the susceptibility of the
conduction electrons. Only the projection of the spin on the total angular moment
J is conserved, and the Landé g-value may be used, as in equations (3) and (5),
and S‖ = (gJ −1)J. In reciprocal space the RKKY interaction may now be written
as:

HRKKY = −J
∑
Q

χ(Q) JQ · J−Q (8)

where the factor (gJ − 1) is hidden in the prefactor J . The susceptibility is given
by

χ(Q) =
1
N

∑
k

fk−Q − fk

εk − εk−Q
(9)

where fk = 1/(eβ(εk−µ)) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function which gives the
average occupation of the electron state with energy εk. In general it is the max-
imum of the product χ(Q)J (Q), which determines the magnetic structure, but
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often the variation of J (Q) is slow compared to that of χ(Q), and in the following
section the susceptibility will be discussed.

Susceptibility and superconductivity

Figure 2 presents a schematic representation of the Q dependence of the conduction-
electron susceptibility for the normal and superconducting state, calculated by
Ramakrishnan and Varma in 1981 [12]. In the top panel the susceptibility is cal-
culated for a metal with a spherical Fermi surface, and in the bottom panel for a
metal with a Fermi surface with nesting near Q = G.

Figure 2. The susceptibility of the conduc-
tion electrons in a normal and supercon-
ducting phase, for a spherical Fermi surface
(top panel) and a nested Fermi surface with
nesting vector Q = G. From reference [12].

Figure 3. The three sheets of the
FS of LuNi2B2C, shown within the
simple tetragonal BZ, with its usual
symmetry points labelled. The use
of color is simply to increase clar-
ity. From reference [13].

The susceptibility of the normal metallic phase is proportional to the Lindhard
function, which has a maximum for Q = 0 giving a ferromagnetic ground state. In
the superconducting phase the conduction electrons are bound in Cooper pairs,

12 Risø–R–1440(EN)



consisting of a spin up and a spin down electron. The Cooper pairs are coherent
only for small distances, typically the coherence length in the RNi2B2C is approx-
imately 100 Å, and therefore the mediation of the RKKY interaction is cut-off for
distances larger than the coherence length. In reciprocal space this yields a cut-off
in the susceptibility for Q < 1/ξ, which can be seen in the top panel of figure 2.
For finite temperatures excited quasi particles emerge, which are able to mediate
the RKKY interaction over larger distances, and gradually the normal state sus-
ceptibility is obtained at T = Tc. As early as in 1959 Anderson and Suhl examined
the case of superconductivity introduced in a ferromagnetic state, and they found
that the appearance of a minimum at Q = 0 creates a maximum in the suscep-
tibility for some small wave vector Q ∝ 1/ξ, the so-called crypto-ferromagnetic
state [14].

The bottom panel of figure 2 presents the susceptibility of the conduction elec-
trons in a normal and superconducting phase in the case of a nested Fermi surface.
Fermi surface nesting can be understood if we consider the susceptibility in equa-
tion (9). The largest terms in the sum will be terms with a small energy difference
between the states k and k − Q. Scattering from one of the states to the other
requires that one state is occupied and the other is empty. This means that the
electrons at the Fermi surface contributes significantly to the susceptibility, be-
cause here we can find states which are close in energy and where it is likely that
one is empty and the other is occupied. If there exists parallel regions separated
by some vector G of the Fermi surface with high density of states, there will be
many states fulfilling the above mentioned condition, and a maximum will appear
in the susceptibility at this nesting vector.

Notice in figure 3 that the nesting wave vector is suppressed in the supercon-
ducting state, due to the joint density of states with the magnetic phase [12].

Fermi surface nesting in RNi2B2C

Figure 4. The experimental (upper half)
and calculated (lower half) FS topology
of LuNi2B2C. The calculation is of the
FS in the third band in the (001) plane
through the Γ point. The arrow indi-
cates the nesting feature. From refer-
ence [13].

The generalized susceptibility of the
RNi2B2C was first calculated by Rhee
and co-workers, using the energy band
structure for LuNi2B2C. They found a
maximum for Q ≈ (0.6, 0, 0), and this
was later confirmed by Dugdale et al. in
electron-positron annihilation measure-
ments of the Fermi surface topology [13].
They found a nesting feature with Q
≈ (0.6, 0, 0), as shown in figures 3 and
4 . The identification of a nesting fea-
ture cannot be done by looking at par-
allel regions of the Fermi surface topol-
ogy alone, only regions of high density of
states are able to create a true nesting
feature.

The importance of this nesting
wavevector is realized when considering
that magnetic ordering with a wave vec-
tor Q ≈ (0.55,0,0) has been observed in
the RNi2B2C compounds with R = Gd,
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Tb, Ho, and Er in zero applied magnetic field [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], and for R =
Tm, Ho and possibly Dy in a finite applied field [20, 21, 22].

2.4 Quadrupolar coupling

In an attempt to understand the strange features of the magnetic structure in
TmNi2B2C which are presented in chapter 6, the idea of possible quadrupolar
ordering may be considered, but also in ErNi2B2C a small quadrupolar term is
included in the model.

The terms in the Hamiltonian describing the magnetoelastic and quadrupolar
coupling in tetragonal TmNi2B2C may be written as [2]:

HQ = − 1
2

∑
ij

[
K1(ij)O1

2(i)O
1
2(j) + K2(ij)O−1

2 (i)O−1
2 (j)

]

−
∑

i

B13

[
ε13(i)O1

2(i) + ε23(i)O−1
2 (i)

]

+
1
2

∑
Q

c13(Q)
[
ε213(Q) + ε223(Q)

]
(10)

where the first line is the ion-ion quadrupolar coupling with O1
2 defined as O1

2 =
1
2 (JxJz + JzJx), and O−1

2 is defined in a similar way with x replaced by y, notice
K1 = K2 because the crystal is tetragonal. The second line describes the coupling
between the quadrupolar moments and the strain, ε13(Q) is the generalized strain,
with Q along the first axis (x) and the translation along the third axis (z). The
third line represents the strain energy, and c13 is the elastic force constant.

Any distribution of charges can be written as a multipole sum, and if the charge
distribution has a symmetry lower than dipolar, then quadrupolar terms may
appear. Since the exact distribution of charges in the crystal is highly dependent
on the crystal symmetry, it is not surprising that strain may create an electrical
field which can give rise to an effective quadrupolar term.
HQ may give rise to an effective quadrupolar coupling. Therefore, we may con-

sider in TmNi2B2C a pure quadrupolar coupling induced by the magnetic field, or
a pure magnetoelastic strain described by a wavevector QN with a displacement
of the Tm ions in the c direction, or a combination of both.

In the LuNi2B2C and YNi2B2C systems a phonon mode has been observed at
QN = (0.55, 0, 0) which is softened at Tc. The mode corresponds to a transversal
translation of the Tm moments in the c direction. Since this phonon mode obvi-
ously couples to superconductivity it is possible that it also exists in TmNi2B2C.
In that case a softening of this mode would stabilize a quadrupolar like phase. The
existence of this phonon mode should be examined both in zero and in an applied
field, and in elastic and in-elastic modes, since it may or may not be static.

Some properties of the magnetic phase in TmNi2B2C (for details see chapter 6)
have so far been considered to be strange features, which we could not explain,
like the steadily increasing TN and fact that the magnetic structure appears only
parallel and not perpendicular to the magnetic field. These features may be ex-
plained if a quadrupolar coupling is present either in zero or non-zero field, which
I will explain in the following.

Firstly, we need to consider whether a magnetic field applied along the a axis
can induce a c axis moment modulated with a period along the field direction. If
we have a quadrupolar ordered phase, then we can write:

14 Risø–R–1440(EN)



〈O1
2(i)〉 = 〈O1

2(QN)〉 cos(QN · Ri). (11)

Applying a magnetic field corresponds to 〈Jx(i)〉 being a constant different from
zero, and since

〈O1
2(i)〉 ≈ 〈Jx(i)〉〈Jz(i)〉 = const · 〈Jz(i)〉 (12)

then combining equations (11) and (12) we get that 〈Jz(i)〉 is different from zero
and modulated by cos(QN ·Ri). In this way, the quadrupolar ordering may induce
a QN magnetic structure. The size of the modulation of 〈Jz(i)〉 is proportional to
the applied field, which will explain the continuously rising TN of the QN structure
in increasing fields.

Secondly, the observed asymmetry of the QN structure, giving rise to scattering
in the field direction, but not perpendicular to it, is understood within the idea
of quadrupole ordering. When the field is applied along the a axis, the O1

2 term
will be proportional to 〈Jx〉Jz, and therefore contribute directly to the effective
exchange coupling at QN. On the other hand the O−1

2 will only be affected to
higher order. In this way, the quadrupolar term will stabilize the magnetic domain
with a wavevector parallel to the applied field.

2.5 Mean field model of the magnetic states in
ErNi2B2C

The magnetic structures of ErNi2B2C emerge in a competition between the crystal
electric field, the dipole coupling, and the exchange interaction. The crystalline
electric field favors commensurate structures, and it aligns the magnetic moments
along an easy axis of magnetization, and the dipole coupling favors transversely
polarized structures. In contrast, the exchange interaction prefers incommensu-
rate long wavelength structures. Reference [1] presents a mean-field model of the
magnetic structures in ErNi2B2C in zero field, and the field behavior will be pre-
sented in reference [23]. The basic principles behind the model are described in
the following.

The mean field theory is used to calculate the free energies of different magnetic
structures by an iteration procedure, and the more stable states are identified by
finding the lowest energy states. The three most important contributions to the
free energy are the crystal electric field (section 2.2), the exchange interaction
(section 2.3) and from the classical dipole-dipole interaction. The magnetic field
applied introduces a Zeeman term, and a small magneto-elastic term due to an
orthorhombic distortion of the lattice is also included [24].

The exchange and dipole terms are combined in a single two-ion coupling. In
these materials the dipole coupling is of the same order of magnitude as the
exchange coupling. Furthermore, it is extremely long-range and anisotropic and
may therefore have important consequences for the magnetic properties. Since all
the structures are described by a wave vector Q along the a axis and consist of
ferromagnetic sheets perpendicular to Q, only the total couplings between the
different ferromagnetic layers are important in the model, and the coupling may
be split into components parallel, J‖(Q), and perpendicular, J⊥(Q), to Q within
the ab plane. The Hamiltonian may be written as:

H = −1
2

∑
Q

J⊥Q J⊥Q · J⊥−Q − 1
2

∑
Q

J‖Q J‖Q · J‖−Q (13)
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n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 LD
J⊥(n) 5.847 -3.816 -4.786 -0.650 1.500 -1.500 0.29 0.29

J‖(n) − J⊥(n) -14.286 -3.024 3.106 -0.630 0.250 -0.084 0.03

Table 2. The planar two-ion coupling parameters (µeV) from reference [1].

where J⊥,‖Q are the components of JQ perpendicular and parallel to Q.
The interplanar coupling parameters in direct space are given by:

J‖,⊥(n) =
∑

rj ·a=na2/2

[J (0j) + JDD‖,⊥(0j)] (14)

where J (0j) is the direct coupling between the ferromagnetic layers with numbers
0 and j, JD = 1.194 µeV is the coupling strength of the dipole coupling, and
D‖,⊥(0j) is the parallel and perpendicular parts of the dipole interaction, given
by:

Dαβ(ij) =
3(riα − rjα)(riβ − rjβ) − |ri − rj |2δαβ

N |ri − rj |5 (15)

The transverse interplanar coupling parameters in real space, J⊥(n), may be
derived by fitting to the experiments of the magnetic structure in zero field [25].
These values are fitted individually for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 5 and 9. The nesting feature
known to lie around Q ≈ 0.6 is introduced by a long-distance coupling parameter
modulated by the period of the nesting vector:

J⊥(n) = J⊥(LD) cos(0.558nπ) n = 10, 11, ..., 16. (16)

where Q ≈ 0.558 is chosen on the basis of the experiments by Choi and co-workers
[25].

J

J

Figure 5. The parallel (J‖(Q)) and per-
pendicular (J⊥(Q)) components of the
Fourier transform of the two-ion cou-
pling in ErNi2B2C along [100] from ref-
erence [1]. The coupling is assumed to
comprise an isotropic indirect-exchange
contribution and the classical dipole-
diploe interaction, which gives rise to
the discontinuity at Q = 0, where the
value of J‖(0) jumps by 15 µeV.

The dipole interaction can be calcu-
lated directly for both directions, and
since the exchange interaction can be
assumed to be isotropic within the ab

plane, the two-ion coupling J‖(n) can
be calculated from the values of J⊥(n).

The final real space values of the cou-
pling parameters are given in Table 2.
In order to visualize the meaning of the
interplanar coupling parameters, the pa-
rameters in reciprocal space can be ob-
tained by a Fourier transform of the val-
ues in table 2, and the result is presented
in figure 5 taken from reference [1]. No-
tice that the contribution to the dipole
sum from the surface of the sample re-
sults in a jump from J‖(0) = −12µeV
to J0(Q) = −27µeV. J⊥(n) has a max-
imum for Q = 0.558 and there is a large
difference between the size of J⊥(n) and
J‖(n). The result is an antiferromag-
netic structure with a transverse polar-
ization of the moments and Q = 0.558.
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The model uses these parameters to calculate the energy of various magnetic
structures in increasing magnetic fields, and in the following section these micro-
scopic structures are presented.

2.6 Magnetic structures in ErNi2B2C

All the calculated structures are based on commensurable structures derived from
the basic structure with Q = 1

2 . The moments are pointing either parallel (u) or
antiparallel (d) to the b axis, and Q ‖ a. In the Q = 1

2 structure the ferromagnetic
layers perpendicular to the a axis are polarized subsequently uudduudd along the
a direction. Structures with larger values of Q are derived from this structure
by a periodic replacement of one or more of the uu(dd) double layers with a
single u(d) layer. In an experiment, it is observed that the period of the zero
field structure changes slightly when decreasing temperature from 5 K to 3 K
[25]. Theoretically this is understood in the following way: close to TN only the
first harmonic is present, and the structure is determined by the maximum in
the susceptibility, whereas at lower temperatures the higher order odd harmonics
appear and contribute to the calculated energy of the structure, which produces a
shift of the ordering wave vector to a smaller value. The mean field model predicts
that the zero field structures are:

d(4p)u(5p)u(4p)d(5p), for T > 2.3K (17)

d(3p)d(5p)d(5p)d(5p), for T < 2.3K (18)

where d(4p) is short for one spin down, and four pairs of up and down spins:
duudduudd. Both structures have Q = 11

20 = 0.550. The high temperature structure
has no net moment, whereas the low temperature structure has a total moment
of 1

10 spin up pr. Er ion. With a moment size of 7.9 µB this yields a net moment
of 0.79 µB per Er ion. In reality not all moments have their full length, and the
observed moment increases from 0.33 µB per Er at 2 K to 0.57 µB per Er 1.3 K.
Other important zero field structures, which may blend with the Q = 11

20 structure
and the combination of which may vary from one sample to another, are:

d(4p)u(4p), for Q =
5
9

= 0.555 (19)

d(3p)d(5p)d(5p), for Q =
16
29

= 0.552 (20)

d(3p)d(5p)d(5p)d(5p)d(5p), for Q =
28
51

= 0.549 (21)

The application of a magnetic field in ErNi2B2C will stabilize structures with
moments along the field direction, because the strong easy-axis anisotropy makes
it more favorable to lengthen and shorten the moments than to rotate them. As
the field is increased, the ferromagnetic component will tend to increase. At low
temperatures, where the moments are nearly saturated, this may be accomplished
by replacing some of the d(5p) sequences with a d(3p) sequence. The magnetic
structure is going to consist of a combination of d(3p) and d(5p) sequences with an
increasing content of d(3p), until a transition to a pure d(3p) structure is realized.
The d(3p) structure has a period of 4

7 = 0.572 and a net moment of 1u per 7 Er
atoms. A further increase of the field introduces combinations of d(3p) and d(1p).
A relevant example is the structure d(1p)d(3p)d(3p) with Q = 10

17 = 0.588. The
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next structure in this series d(1p)d(3p) has Q = 3
5 = 0.60, and the even mixture

of the two sequences, d(1p)d(3p)d(3p)d(1p)d(3p), leads to Q = 16
27 = 0.593, close

to the maximum Q value encountered in the experiments. Hence, the magnetic
structure may gain Zeeman energy on the expense of exchange energy by this
increase of Q. Note that sequences with an even number of pairs do not show
up in these considerations, because they do not change the resulting value of the
ferromagnetic component.

The magnetic system has another possibility for gaining Zeeman energy, namely
by changing a double pair dduu into the sequence duuu, this could happen e.g.
in the 10

17 structure, where the spin configuration d(1p)d(3p)d(3p) would change
into a structure where the d(3p) = duudduu parts are replaced by duuduuu. This
modification does not alter Q, but the magnitude of the first harmonic in neutron
diffraction is reduced, and a jump will appear in magnetization measurements due
to the larger moment obtained by flipping a spin.
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3 Superconductivity

Superconductivity was first observed in 1911 by H. Kamerlingh Onnes as the
disappearance of resistivity in the metals mercury, lead and tin at a critical tem-
perature, Tc. Hence, the first hallmark of superconductivity, and what gave rise to
the name, was perfect conductivity. Later, in 1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld dis-
covered the second hallmark of superconductivity, namely perfect diamagnetism.
This effect excludes an applied magnetic field from entering and expels already
applied fields upon cooling through the superconducting transition at Tc.

Superconductivity, as explained in the BCS theory, is caused by a many body
interaction between the electrons in the conduction band of solids resulting in the
creation of electron or hole pairs [26]. The idea of the BCS theory is that one
conduction electron interacts with the ionic lattice and creates an excitation in
the form of a phonon. This phonon propagates through the lattice and causes a
local change of the charge density which will attract another electron, whereby
an indirect interaction is established. The great success of the BCS theory was
to prove that the conduction electrons, collectively coupled in Cooper pairs by
an attractive coupling (actually any attractive coupling, not necessarily phonon
mediated), did indeed have a lower energy than the non-coupled electrons. It
should be noted that the electrons in a Cooper pair have opposite spins and move
in opposite directions, thus one may think of the condensate as a boson quasi
particle state where the electrons are constantly changing partners.

The pair binding differs in some ways from the ordinary binding of an isolated
pair of particles by an attractive force. In conventional superconductors at T = 0
the orbital state of the pair has a radius ξ0 typically of order 10−6 m, so large
that the individual pairs overlap strongly in space, and the binding turns out to
be cooperative - the binding energy 2∆ of any one pair depends on how many
other pairs have condensed.

One way to think of the superconducting and normal electrons in the solid, is to
consider a two-fluid model. At zero temperature, all electrons are in the supercon-
ducting boson condensate state. As the temperature is increased, single-particle
excitations with energy larger than the superconducting energy gap emerge. Here,
it is important not to imagine that we have two completely independent inter-
penetrating fluids, because the properties of the single-particle excitations and
the pairs interact with each other. For instance, the energy of the single-particle
excitations depend on the binding energy of the pairs, while the binding energy
of the pairs will depend on how many single-particle excitations are present.

The above introduces some of the basic principles of the theories of supercon-
ductivity which are important to keep in mind when reading this thesis. I will
not go through an evaluation of the basic properties of superconductivity, simply
because this thesis focusses mainly on the magnetic properties. However, some of
the superconducting properties are important when regarding the interaction with
magnetism and they will be introduced in the next section.

3.1 Superconducting parameters

The superconducting energy gap plays a role when considering the electrons at
the Fermi surface, which mediate the magnetic coupling. In the weak SC coupling
limit the energy gap ∆ is much smaller than the Debye phonon energy kθD, and
the BCS coupling parameter NV , is required to be smaller than unity where N is
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the number of one-electron states per energy range at the Fermi level, and V is the
BCS coupling constant describing the attraction between electrons. The energy
gap at zero temperature can be evaluated in the weak coupling limit [26]:

∆(T = 0) = 1.14kθDe−1/NV (22)

This isotropic gap at the Fermi surface may interfere with the magnetic superzone
gaps, created by the Fermi surface nesting structure.

The critical temperature of superconductivity Tc is evaluated as the temperature
where ∆(T ) is zero:

∆(T = 0) = 1.76kTc (23)

Tc is suppressed when magnetic ions appear in the solid, the history of which
is described in section 1.1, and the details of Tc in the RNi2B2C is examined in
section 3.2.

The coherence length is a measure for the distance over which the two electrons
in the Cooper pairs are correlated, given by:

ξ ∼ h̄vf

∆BCS(0)

√
Tc

Tc − T
(24)

where the coherence length at zero temperature is calculated in the BCS approxi-
mation, and the temperature dependence may be obtained using Ginzburg-Landay
theory. The coherence length is important in the relation to ordered magnetic
structures since the magnetic field emerging from the antiferromagnetic struc-
tures will not affect the order parameter of superconductivity, if the modulation
of magnetic moments is zero in average on the length scale of the coherence length.
This is the case in RNi2B2C where ξ is of the order 100 Å.

The Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ = λ
ξ determines whether the superconductor

is type I or II. For κ < 1√
2

the energy of the normal to superconducting region
domain wall is positive, causing total screening of a magnetic field, and it is a
type I superconductor. However, for κ > 1√

2
the domain wall energy is negative

when the applied magnetic field H is larger than the first critical magnetic field
Hc1, thus making it favorable to create as many domain walls as possible. This
means creating a maximum number of regions of one flux quantum in the type II
superconductor in a magnetic field larger than Hc1. The RNi2B2C are type two
superconductors with κ in the range of 5 - 10.

The penetration depth λ is defined as the length scale of the penetration of the
magnetic field into the superconducting type II material: Bi(x) = Bapplied e(−x/λ).
The simple picture of a superconductor is that there are flux lines with high fields
penetrating regions with zero field superconductivity. In the RNi2B2C the pene-
tration depth is of the order 500 Å to 1000 Å, and hence the flux lines appearing
in a moderate field will actually be closer spaced than the penetration depth.
Therefore the picture to have in mind here is an almost constant field throughout
the superconducting phase, penetrated by regions of zero superconductivity.

Superconductivity is suppressed in a type II superconductor at a field Hc2 when
the density of flux lines becomes so high that the normal cores are overlapping.
The upper critical field is given by:

Hc2 =
Φ0

2πξ2
. (25)
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As stated above in equation (24) the coherence length is inversely proportional to
the energy gap, so the upper critical field is proportional to the square of the energy
gap: Hc2 ∝ ∆2. As mentioned earlier in this section, the energy gap depends the
density of states, i.e. on the effective number of Cooper pairs, N . Keeping equation
(25) in mind it is clear that structures with nesting on the Fermi surface may effect
the upper critical field of superconductivity.

Figure 6. The upper critical field for superconductivity Hc2 for the field applied
along the c axis in the RNi2B2C. Additionally for TmNi2B2C, Hc2 for a field in
the a direction is presented. Data are taken from references [27], [28], [29], [30],
[17], and [31].

The upper critical field for the RNi2B2C is presented in figure 6. Notice that
Hc2 is much larger for the non-magnetic compounds YNi2B2C and LuNi2B2C (≈
6 T), than for the compounds containing magnetic ions (≈ 1 T - 2 T). When
introducing magnetic ions in the crystal the superconductivity is suppressed due
to the spin disorder. These spins will cause a Zeeman shift in opposite directions
of the energy of the spin up and spin down electrons in the Cooper pair. The
resulting spin flipping can break the Cooper pairs and thereby cause a reduction
of the superconducting order parameter. This spin-flip pair breaking effect reduces
the upper critical field equally throughout the temperature range.

Another effect sets in at an antiferromagnetic ordering temperature, where the
introduction of a new periodicity introduces a gap in the electron structure and
reduces the available number of electrons on the Fermi surface, which decreases
the upper critical field. For ErNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C this coherent effect causes a
sharp cusp at 6 and 5 K, respectively. The smooth change in the c axis TmNi2B2C
case around 3 K is also due to the appearance of the nesting structure, which was
presented in reference [20].
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3.2 Understanding Tc: de Gennes scaling

Superconductivity appears in the RNi2B2C, for non-magnetic rare earths Y and
Lu, but also compounds with magnetic ions Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm are supercon-
ducting. The transition temperature of these compounds may be understood in
terms of de Gennes scaling, which will be discussed below.

The idea in de Gennes scaling for magnetic ions in a superconductor is that the
superconducting transition temperature will increase linearly with the decrease
of the magnetic ordering temperatures. This happens because the pair breaking
effect of the magnetic ions is due to the exchange coupling with the conduction
electrons rather than to the dipole coupling. The transition temperature to an
ordered magnetic structure is given by

TN =
J (Q)J(J + 1)

3kB
(26)

where J (Q) is the value of the exchange interaction at the ordering vector Q.
Since the exchange interaction has its origin in the Coulomb interaction and the
Pauli principle, we need to consider only the spin S, of the ion, and not the
total angular momentum J , which means that J (Q) is proportional to (gJ − 1)2,
where gJ is defined in equation (5), on page 10. Intuitively one might expect the
Nèel temperature to be proportional to the magnetic moment which would give
a factor of g2

J , but this would be wrong, since the exchange coupling between
the magnetic ions originates in a coupling between the spins, whereas the orbital
angular momentum couples via the dipole interaction.

All in all, the transition temperature is proportional to the de Gennes factor,
which is defined as:

dG = (gJ − 1)2 J(J + 1). (27)

Similarly the superconducting transition temperature will be suppressed by the
existence of magnetic moments in the solid. Since the pair breaking of the Cooper
pairs by the magnetic ions takes place via the exchange coupling, the supercon-
ducting transition temperature may decrease linearly with the increase of the de
Gennes factor. Table 3 presents the de Gennes factors and the superconducting
transition temperatures of the RNi2B2C.

Pr Nd Sm Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
4f e− 2 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

S 1 3
2

5
2

7
2 3 5

2 2 3
2 1 1

2 0
L 5 6 5 0 3 5 6 6 5 3 0
J 4 9

2
5
2

7
2 6 15

2 8 15
2 6 7

2 0
gJ

4
5

14
11

2
7 2 3

2
4
3

5
4

6
5

7
6

8
7 0

dG 0.8 1.8 4.5 15.8 10.5 7.1 4.5 2.6 1.2 0.32 0
Tc (K) - - - - - 6.4 8.0 10.5 11.0 - 16.6

Table 3. Summary of the magnetic properties: number of 4f electrons, the S-, L-,
and J-quantum numbers, the Lande gJ factor, the de Gennes factor, and Tc. The
compounds with R = Ce, Pm and Eu have never been examined in the literature, so
therefore they are not discussed here. The superconducting transition temperatures
have been taken from reference [32].
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The de Gennes factor increases in the first part of the series, has a maximum
for GdNi2B2C, and decreases gradually until it is zero for LuNi2B2C. Looking at
the last part of table 3, it is clear that Tc is controlled by de Gennes scaling, Tc

increases concomitantly with the decrease of the de Gennes factor from DyNi2B2C
to LuNi2B2C, and also the non-magnetic compound YNi2B2C has Tc = 15.6 K.
The lack of superconductivity in GdNi2B2C and TbNi2B2C can be understood
when considering the large de Gennes factor, however one would expect to see
superconductivity in the first part of the series, where the de Gennes factor is
similar to what is seen in the superconducting compounds in the last part of the
series. The reason for the absence of superconductivity in the first part of the
series lies in the density of states at the Fermi surface. Band structure calcula-
tions show that the density of states has a peak at the Fermi energy which arises
mainly from the Ni - 3d electrons. This is generally believed to be responsible
for superconductivity in these compounds [33, 34, 35]. This peak is not observed
for the compounds in the first part of the series, probably because the density of
states N(EF ) and the shape of the density of states depend strongly on the value
of c

a [34]. Note that the PrNi2B2C and YbNi2B2C compounds are heavy fermion
compounds [36, 37].

3.3 How magnetism affects the SC properties

Nesting wave vector in RNi2B2C

There is magnetic ordering with Q ≈ (0.55,0,0) for the rare earths Gd, Tb, Ho,
and Er in zero applied magnetic field [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and for Tm, Ho and
possibly Dy in a finite applied field [20, 21, 22].

A direct evidence of the interaction with superconductivity is the observation
of a phonon softening at Tc at the wave vector Q ≈ (0.55,0,0), which so far has
been observed in YNi2B2C, LuNi2B2C, and HoNi2B2C [38, 39, 40].

A more indirect example of the interaction with superconductivity appears in
HoNi2B2C where superconductivity is suppressed at temperatures and fields where
a wave vector Q ≈ (0.58,0,0) appears [21]. At T = 8 K superconductivity appears
and at 6 K the Q ≈ (0.58,0,0) phase appears concurrently with a suppression
of superconductivity. Around 5 K, the magnetic phase changes in to a (002

3 )
ordered state, which is almost immediately replaced by a (001) commensurate
structure. Around 5 K superconductivity reappears. Neutron diffraction studies on
Lu and Dy doped HoNi2B2C show that it is indeed the a axis modulated structure
which is responsible for the suppression of superconductivity [41]. Applying a
magnetic field in the [100] axis of pure HoNi2B2C yields the same behavior in
field as in temperature, the (001) structure changes into the (002

3 ) phase after
which the (0.58, 0, 0) phase persists up to a field of approx 1.5 T where the field-
induced ferromagnetic state sets in [21]. No theoretical work has been performed
on HoNi2B2C but the experiments indicate that the Q ≈ (0.58,0,0) phase may be
the 4

7 phase, which we have observed in ErNi2B2C.

CEF anisotropy

An extreme magnetic anisotropy holds the local moments of the magnetic ions
in specific directions dependent on the details of the crystalline electric field. For
TbNi2B2C, DyNi2B2C, HoNi2B2C, and ErNi2B2C the moments are confined to
the ab plane for temperatures below approximately 100 K, and at even lower
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temperatures a four clock behavior emerges which confines the moments for either
the (110) direction (DyNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C) or the (100) direction (TbNi2B2C
and ErNi2B2C). TmNi2B2C and YbNi2B2C have moments along the c axis [10].
For GdNi2B2C the magnetic ion has 7 electrons giving a zero orbital moment
which means there is no CEF splitting, and an isotropic paramagnetic moment is
observed [42].

The CEF anisotropy results in an anisotropy in the upper critical field of su-
perconductivity.
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4 Neutron Diffraction

The neutron is an excellent probe for studying both nuclear and magnetic struc-
tures. First of all the neutron has no charge, therefore it can penetrate the material
and auxiliary facilities. Further more, it interacts directly with the nucleus and
not with the electron cloud as is the case for X-ray diffraction, which means that
also the lighter elements can be studied with neutrons. Secondly, it has a mag-
netic moment which interacts with the magnetic moment of the atom, so magnetic
structures will also be visible with neutrons. Thirdly, the energy of the neutron is
in the range of crystalline and magnetic excitations which means that phonons,
magnons, and other excitations of the spin system can be studied. In this thesis I
focus on the study of the magnetic structures with neutron diffraction. In order to
examine the crystalline or magnetic structure of a material, the amount of elasti-
cally scattered neutrons in a particular area of space dS is analyzed. If ϕi and ϕf

are the incoming and final wave function of neutrons, the differential scattering
cross section is defined as:

dσ

dΩ
≡ (� scattered neutrons in the solid angle dΩ per second)

(incoming flux) dΩ
(28)

=
v|ϕf |2dS

v|ϕi|2dΩ
=

|ϕf |2
|ϕi|2 · r2, (29)

here v is the speed of the neutrons, dΩ is the solid angle in which we have scatter-
ing, and dS = r2dΩ. The differential scattering cross section is a sum of nuclear
and magnetic scattering. Neutron scattering arises from scattering of neutrons by
the nuclear or electron spin density. The periodicity of the crystalline lattice, or
of the magnetic moment vectors located on the atoms, causes the scattering to be
concentrated at certain directions in space.

4.1 Nuclear Diffraction

To describe the scattering of neutrons on a crystal containing different atoms,
we first look at scattering of a neutron on one atom. Since the neutron beam
which is used in scattering experiments is both monochromatic and collimated,
the incoming neutron is described by a plane wave (see figure 7).

ϕi = eiki·r (30)

The wavelength of the neutron is about 5 orders of magnitude larger than the
nuclear force range. The scattering is weak and may be accounted for in the Born
approximation (the single scattering particle can be considered as a perturbation
of the incident beam). Hence the scattered wave from a single fixed nuclei is
described by a spherical wave:

ϕf = b
eikf ·r

r
, (31)

where the amplitude b is called the scattering length. Combining equations (29),
(30), and (31) we get:

dσ

dΩ
= b2, (32)
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Figure 7. The incoming neutron beam is described by a plane wave scattering on
a fixed nuclei, and the outgoing neutron beam is spherically symmetric.

and the meaning of the scattering length as the strength of the scattering from
the atom is evident.

If we look at a crystal lattice of identical atoms, we need to consider the phase
difference ∆φn between two waves scattered on different atoms separated by the
vector Rn:

∆φn = ki · Rn − kf · Rn = κ · Rn, κ = ki − kf (33)

The outgoing wave is a summation of all waves of the type b eikf ·r
r ei∆φn :

ϕf = b
eikf ·r

r

∑
n

eiκ·Rn , (34)

assuming that the distance r is large enough to be considered constant in the
crystal. The differential scattering cross section becomes:

dσ

dΩ
= |

∑
n

beiκ·Rn |2. (35)

If the material consists of different atoms then the scattering length will depend
on the different atoms, and will be denoted bn. Equation (35) is valid in general,
even if the atoms do not form a lattice.

If we have a primitive lattice of similar atoms, the b goes out of the sum. We
can describe every distance between two atoms as a linear combination of three
unit cell vectors: Rn = n1a + n2b + n3c. Inserting Rn in the sum from equation
(35) we get three sums of the form |∑N1−1

n1=0 eiκ·n1a|2, and we recognize the Sinc
function:

|
N1−1∑
n1=0

eiκ·n1a|2 = |1 − eiκ·N1a

1 − eiκ·a |2 =
sin2(N1

2 κ · a)
sin2( 1

2κ · a)
= SN1(κ · a) (36)

The Sinc function has the peak the value N2
1 and the width is proportional to

1
N1

, for κ · a = 2πm, m is an integer. It becomes a sum of delta functions as N1

becomes large. If we write Rn = n1a+n2b+n3c, we can split the sum in equation
(35) into three Sinc functions and for large N1, N2, and N3 we get:

dσ

dΩ
= |b|2N1N2N3

∞∑
m=−∞

δ(κ · a + κ · b + κ · c − 2πm), m integer. (37)

When changing from Sinc functions to delta functions, it is crucial to make sure
that the area of the curve is constant, which shows that the differential scattering
cross section is proportional to the number of unit cells in all three directions.
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If neutron scattering is performed at finite temperature one must consider the
thermal motion of the crystal. This is called the Debye-Waller factor: e−2W , where
W is inversely proportional to the Debye temperature of the crystal. In TmNi2B2C
Gasser et al. find a Debye temperature of ΘD ∼ 200 Kelvin [10]. In our case we do
neutron scattering at temperatures between 20 mK and 30 K, therefore we need
not bother with crystal vibrations.

The reciprocal lattice

The reciprocal lattice consists of the vectors G∗ for which the dot product of G∗

with a lattice vector is a multiple of 2π. Inserting G∗ for κ in equation (37) shows
that the reciprocal lattice vectors are exactly the vectors for which dσ

dΩ is different
from zero. So, in scattering experiments we get an image of the reciprocal lattice.
From this image we can extract the crystalline lattice. If we write G∗ as a linear
combination of three vectors: G∗ = ha∗ + kb∗ + lc∗ it becomes clear that the
following vectors fulfill the condition that a · b∗ = 2πδab, where a are the direct
lattice vectors and b∗ are the reciprocal lattice vectors.

a∗ = 2π
b × c

a · (b × c)
, b∗ = 2π

c × a
a · (b × c)

, c∗ = 2π
a × b

a · (b × c)
. (38)

Nuclear differential scattering cross section of the Borocarbides

The crystal structure of RNi2B2C is shown in figure 1 on page 9. There are sev-
eral different atoms in the unit cell of RNi2B2C, so to calculate the differential
scattering cross section we use equation (35). The sum is split into a sum in the
unit cell and a lattice sum by writing the position vector as a vector in the unit
cell plus a lattice vector: Rn = rn + n1a + n2b + n3c = rn + Gn1n2n3 .(

dσ

dΩ

)
nuc

= |
∑

n

bneiκ·rn

∑
n1n2n3

eiκ·Gn1n2n3 |2

= |F (κ)|2N1N2N3

∑
G∗

δ(κ − G∗), (39)

for N1, N2, N3 large. Here, we get essentially the same formula as in equation (37)
and the only difference is that the prefactor b2 is replaced by the square of the
structure factor |F (κ)|2, where:

F (κ) =
∑

n

bneiκ·rn (40)

The structure factor F (κ) can be interpreted as the scattering length of the unit
cell. To calculate the structure factor of the RNi2B2C we need the position vectors
of the atoms in the unit cell, given in reciprocal units:

rR = (0, 0, 0) , (
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
) (41)

rNi = (
1
2
, 0,

1
4
) , (

1
2
, 0,

3
4
) , (0,

1
2
,
1
4
) , (0,

1
2
,
3
4
) (42)

rB = (
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
− z) , (

1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2

+ z) , (0, 0, z) , (0, 0, 1 − z) (43)

rC = (
1
2
,
1
2
, 0) , (0, 0,

1
2
), (44)
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z depends on which rare earth is in the Borocarbide, generally z 	 1
3 , for

TmNi2B2C z = 0.3598, and for ErNi2B2C z = 0.3597 [43]. For the scattering
vector κ = (h, k, l) in reciprocal lattice coordinates the structure factor becomes:

F (κ) = bRe

(
1 + (−1)h+k+l

)
+ 2bNi cos(

lπ

2
)((−1)h + (−1)k)

+ 2bB cos(2πzl)(1 + (−1)h+k+l) + bC((−1)h+k + (−1)l). (45)

As an example the structure factor for the relevant reflections in TmNi2B2C
are presented in table 4. For some reciprocal lattice points the structure factor is
zero. These are all points [h, k, l] where the sum h+k+ l is odd. If the sum is even
the structure factor is different from zero and the size of it depends on to what
extend the waves in the crystal cancel out. The strongest Bragg peak is [200]
or equivalently [020], since the waves are displaced by exactly one wavelength
when scattering on these planes. Notice the intensity of scattered neutrons is
proportional to the square of the structure factor, giving a scaling between weak
and strong peaks of 9.292

0.0432 = 46.700.

[h, k, l] |F (h, k, l)|
[rlu] 10−12 cm

[100], [010] 0
[001] 0
[110] 1.05

[200], [020] 9.29
[111] 0
[002] 1.81
[003] 0
[004] 4.66
[005] 0
[006] 0.043

Table 4. Structure factors for TmNi2B2C reflections.

4.2 Magnetic Diffraction

Magnetic scattering length

The neutron is a spin 1
2 particle with a magnetic moment vector µn which will

interfere with the magnetic field of the unpaired electrons of the atoms. Since this
is a matter of vectors interfering, the scalar scattering length of an atom cannot
be used directly, and needs to be redefined.

In the Born approximation, the magnetic scattering length bm can be calculated
as being proportional to the Fourier transform of the interaction potential Vint

between the neutron and the electron at the atom [44]:

bm ∝ V (κ) , V (κ) = F (Vint(R)) (46)

R is the relative distance between the neutron and the electron. This equation
is physically intuitive since the interaction is off course, scaled by the interaction
potential of the material and the scatterer. The Fourier transform represents the
summation of the different contributions having different phases.
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The interaction potential between the magnetic moment of the neutron and the
magnetic field surrounding the electron is simply the dot product of the two:

Vint(R) = µn · H(R) (47)

The magnetic field surrounding the electron is given by the rotation of the
vector potential, and the vector potential of an electron is the dipole field: the
cross product of the spin of the electron S and the position vector R, divided by
R3. Hence, the magnetic scattering length of scattering of a neutron on an electron
can be written as:

bm(κ) ∝ µn ·
∫

eiK·R ∇× S × R
R3

d3r (48)

When evaluating this integral and remembering all constants that were left out
in the above derivation, we get the magnetic scattering vector to be:

bm(κ) =
e2γ

2mec2
f(κ)

|µ|
µB

(µ̂ − κ̂(κ̂ · µ̂)), (49)

κ̂ and µ̂ are unit vectors in the direction of κ and µ, γ = −1.91 is the gyromagnetic
factor for the neutron, e the proton charge, c the velocity of light, me the electron
mass, f(κ) is the magnetic form factor, and µB the Bohr magneton. The magnetic
form factor f(κ) is determined by the distribution of magnetization within a single
atom. The form factor is the Fourier transform of the space distribution of the
unpaired electrons. This is similar to the nuclear structure factor where it was a
sum over the unit cell, but in this case the sum is over the magnetic moments
of the unpaired electrons in the electron cloud. This sum can be evaluated using
tabulated values for the free ion case [45]. Note when doing neutron scattering, we
only see the part of the magnetic moment that is perpendicular to the scattering
vector, hence the scattering length is zero if the scattering vector is parallel to the
magnetic moment.

The magnetic neutron scattering length can be of the same order of magnitude
as nuclear scattering amplitudes. The neutron is therefore an ideal probe for mag-
netic structures. However, the strength of the magnetic reflections decreases fast
due to the form factor, as the length of the scattering vector increases.

When replacing b in equation (35), the magnetic differential scattering cross
section can be calculated. Appendix A gives an example of how this can be done.
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5 ErNi2B2C

In 1996, it was reported that weak ferromagnetism was observed in ErNi2B2C for
temperatures below 2.3 K [46]. This postulate remained unresolved until Choi and
co-workers published neutron diffraction data of this weak ferromagnetic phase in
2001 [25]. They found not only odd higher order reflections of the magnetic phase,
but also even order peaks, which they proved where magnetic in origin. The even
order reflections represent an antiferromagnetic wave where the length of a net
ferromagnetic moment oscillates with the same period. Note that the oscillation is
among moments pointing in the same direction, only the length in this direction
varies. The exact spin structure of this weak ferromagnetic phase was resolved by
Jensen in reference [1].

The motivation for doing the present experiments on ErNi2B2C was a clear in-
dication of an interaction between magnetic order and superconductivity, namely
the observation of a sharp cusp at TN in the temperature dependence of the upper
critical field Hc2. Interestingly, it turned out that the sharp cusp appears only
when the field is applied along [001], when the field is along [100] it has a minor
cusp, and only a smooth change of slope appears, when the field is along [110]
[47]. The speculation was raised that only an antiferromagnetic state, which is
driven by Fermi surface nesting, is able to cause a sharp cusp in Hc2, whereas
the antiferromagnetic state with the field along [100] and [110] might be differ-
ent, not dependent on the nesting feature. In the following section, the magnetic
structures of ErNi2B2C are examined in general in the presence of a magnetic
field, and specifically close to Hc2, in order to improve the understanding of the
interdependence of superconductivity and magnetism.

In zero field the ordering wave vector is found to be along the a (b) axis and
the ordered moments are along the b (a) axis perpendicular to the ordering wave
vector QA

N = Qa∗ (QB
N = Qb∗), with Q = 0.55 [19, 43]. The Néel temperature

is TN ≈ 6 K and the superconducting transition occurs at Tc = 11 K. The even
order peaks observed by Choi et al. is not observed in zero field in our samples,
see section 5.6 for further details.

5.1 Experimental details

The results of examining the magnetic structure of ErNi2B2C are based on sev-
eral neutron-scattering experiments carried out on the E1 triple-axis and the E4
two-axis spectrometers, at the Berlin Neutron Scattering Center (BENSC), Hahn-
Meitner Institut (HMI). A magnetic field was applied along the crystallographic
directions [010], [110], [110] + 22.5◦, and [001] of crystals with dimensions of ap-
proximately 2× 3× 0.5 mm3. All samples were grown by a high-temperature flux
method and isotopically enriched with 99.5 % 11B to enhance the neutron trans-
mission [30]. The analysis of the nuclear Bragg peaks shows significant extinc-
tion even for the weaker reflections. A wavelength of λ between 2.413 and 2.444
Å was selected by the (002) reflection of a pyrolytic graphite (PG) monochro-
mator and higher-order contamination was suppressed by a PG filter in front of
the monochromator. All measurements in an applied field were performed after
zero-field cooling.

For fields applied within the ab plane (sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4), the experi-
ments were carried out at the E1 spectrometer using collimators of 70’, 40’, 60’,
and 60’ inserted between source, monochromator, sample, analyzer, and detector,
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respectively. A horizontal-field cryomagnet with a maximum field of 4.0 T was
used. It has large blind angles for neutron diffraction, which restricts the accessi-
ble reciprocal space significantly.

For the field applied along [001] (section 5.5), the E4 spectrometer was used
with collimators of 40’ 40’ 40’ inserted between the source, the monochromator,
the sample, and the detector in order to define the resolution. The vertical field
was supplied by a cryomagnet with only a small blind angle and a maximum
field of 14 T. Results are only reported for fields up to 13 T, because the crystal
detached at higher fields.

Several long scans, where many orders of the magnetic reflections can be seen,
are presented in section 5.6. The data in this section were from the preliminary
investigations, performed at the cold neutron TAS7 spectrometer at the Risø Na-
tional Laboratory DR3 research reactor. Neutron with an incoming energy of 9
meV was used with pyrolythic graphite (002) monochromator and (002) analyzer
crystals. The collimation was open from source to monochromator to sample, 80’
before the analyzer, and 140’ after the analyzer.

5.2 Results: Field along [010]

A detailed field analysis of the two magnetic domains at the reflections (200)−QA
N

and (020) − QB
N was performed at several temperatures with the field applied

along [010]. In zero field, the magnetic domains with Q = QA
N or QB

N are equally
populated, but the application of the magnetic field along [010] suppresses the
domain with the magnetic moments perpendicular to the magnetic field, i.e., the
QB

N domain.
Note that the equal population of the two domains in zero field observed in

our experiments may be sample dependent. The magnetostriction measurements
by Doerr et al. show a strong asymmetry of their sample [48]. The volume ratio
between the two orthorhombic domains is estimated to be 1:2, as explained by an
unequal zero-field population of the two domains of the single-Q ordered system,
and it is noticeable that even the asymmetry is detected to reappear in a reversible
way, after the application of a field of 6.0 T.

Figure 8 presents scans of the magnetic reflections at T = 1.8 K in increasing
fields. The scattering intensity due to the minority domain, QB

N, which is presented
in the left panel, is gradually suppressed by the magnetic field and the value of
Q changes slightly from the zero-field value 0.552 to 0.555 during this process.
In the case of the majority domain, QA

N shows several different peak positions in
increasing fields, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 8. In zero field (blue
circles) the reflection is observed at Q = 0.55, and the intensity has the same value
as for the minority domain. As the field is increased to 0.4 T some of the minority
domain intensity appears in the majority domain. At 0.8 T Q has changed to
0.57, increasing the field to 1.2 T causes the reflection to appear at 0.59, as the
field is increased further to 1.4 T Q decreases to 0.58 and eventually at 1.8 T the
reflection returns to the 0.57 value.

The transition from one Q value to another proceeds not as a continuous trans-
lation of Q, rather the intensity jumps from one reflection to another. This can
be seen in Fig. 9. In the left panel the transition at 0.7 T from the Q=0.55 to
Q=0.57 is presented, and in the right panel the transition around 1 T from Q=0.57
to Q=0.59 can be seen. In both panels, the reflections start out as single peaks,
then a shoulder is developed, and in the next scan, the reflection is shifted to an-
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Figure 8. Scans of the magnetic reflection in increasing fields along [010], at T
= 1.8 K. Left panel: minority QB

N domain. Right panel: Majority QA
N domain.

Notice that Q shows the following values 0.55, 0.57, 0.59, 0.58, and 0.57 respectively
in increasing fields. The lines are one Gaussian fits to the data. The Q values are
calculated by scaling the h-scans to the position of the (020) and (200) nuclear
Bragg peaks.
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Figure 9. Scans of the majority QA
N domain in increasing fields. Left panel: tran-

sition from Q = 0.55 to Q = 0.57. Right panel: transition from Q = 0.57 to
Q = 0.59. The lines are one Gaussian fits to the data.

other position, but now with a shoulder towards the previous Q position. Finally,
in the last scans, one peak appears at the new Q value.

Since not only one, but two peaks appear at some field values, the data is fitted
with two Gauss functions, which yields the correct positions of the reflections. The
left panel of figure 10 presents the positions of the peaks, obtained when fitting
with a two Gaussian function. The width of the two Gaussians are kept constant,
at the value determined in zero and low fields, where only one peak appears. Fits
with an amplitude larger than one half of the maximum amplitude are plotted as
solid markers, cyan colored markers represent amplitudes within the range of one
third to one half of the maximum amplitude, and open markers represent peaks
with an amplitude smaller than one third of the maximum amplitude. In the low
field range (up to 0.6 T at T = 1.8 K, and up to 0.8 T at T = 5.1 K) it was
only possible to fit one peak to the scans. In comparison, the right panels present
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Figure 10. Left panels: The position of the magnetic reflection in increasing fields,
fitted with two gaussians, fixing the width of the Gaussians to the average width of
the single peaks (0.0153 rlu FWHM at 1.8 K and 0.00163 rlu FWHM at T = 5.1 K).
Fits with an amplitude larger than one half of the maximum amplitude are plotted
as solid blue markers, cyan colored markers represent amplitudes within the range
of one third to one half of the maximum amplitude, and open markers represent
peaks with an amplitude smaller than one third of the maximum amplitude. Right
panel: One Gaussian fits.
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one Gaussian fits to the same data. The details about the Q value come from the
two Gaussian fits. However, the main features of the behavior of the magnetic
reflection are equally visualized in the right panel, and in order to simplify the
figures, all plots presented in the remaining part of this section are extracted from
one Gaussian fits.
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Figure 11. Positions of the magnetic reflections of the majority QA
N domain mea-

sured in h-scans at (2−Q, 0, 0) (squares) and of the minority QB
N domain measured

in k-scans at (0, 2−Q, 0) (circles), as functions of a field applied along [010]. Hys-
teresis is examined only for the 1.7 K data, where the solid symbols represent the
data obtained when increasing the field, and the open ones show the decreasing
field data.

Figure 11 presents the positions of the magnetic reflections at (200) − QA
N and

(020) − QB
N as a function of field, for the four temperatures examined. The posi-

tions are obtained by fitting a one Gaussian to the [h00]- and [0k0]-scans through
the magnetic peaks, and scaling to the positions of the (200) and (020) nuclear
Bragg reflections. The most likely commensurable values, given in the brackets,
are indicated on the figure by the dashed lines. At 1.8 K, the value of Q changes
from 0.552 (11

20 or 16
29 ) to 0.573 (4

7 ) at 0.7 T, and from this value to 0.588 (10
17

or 16
27 ) at 1.1 T. At 1.4 T Q is reduced to 0.580 (11

19 or 18
31 ), and at 1.7 T it re-

verts to 0.573. The antiferromagnetic ordering disappears at about 2.1 T at which
point the sample enters the saturated paramagnetic state. At 1.8 K, the reflections
have been measured both for increasing and decreasing values of the field (solid
and open symbols, respectively). In decreasing fields, the value of Q changes in
steps between the same values, only a small field hysteresis of approx. 0.2-0.3 T
is observed. As was already shown in figure 8, the scattering intensity due to the
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minority domain is gradually suppressed by the magnetic field and in this figure
it is clear that the value of Q changes slightly from the zero-field value 0.552 to
0.555 during this process.

Increasing the temperature to 3.1 K does not change the overall picture, however
the magnetic phase with Q = 0.588 is not observed, instead Q = 0.584 appears
in a narrow range of fields. At T = 4.1 K the Q = 0.57 reflection ( 4

7 ) is only seen
for a few fields, and above 1 T the structure stays at Q = 0.58 until the intensity
disappears. At the highest examined temperature T = 5.1 K, the Q value shifts
gradually towards slightly higher Q, and at 1.3 T it jumps to Q = 0.58 where it
stays until it disappears.
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Figure 12. Integrated intensities of the magnetic reflections of the majority QA
N do-

main measured in h-scans at (2−Q, 0, 0) (squares) and of the minority QB
N domain

measured in k-scans at (0, 2 −Q, 0) (circles), as functions of a field applied along
[010]. The solid symbols represent the data obtained when increasing the field, and
the open ones show the decreasing-field data. (Hysteresis is examined only for the
1.7 K data). The upper critical field for superconductivity is marked by dashed
lines, taken from figure 2 and 3 in reference [47].

In order to determine which magnetic phase is present at the different values of
the field, we need to know the experimental accuracy. All the presented positions
are the measured values, corrected for the position of the nuclear Bragg peak. The
4
7 = 0.5714 structure, which is the most stable field-induced structure because
of its small number of layers in one commensurable period, has an experimental
value of Q in the interval 0.5725–0.5730, determined by two Gaussian fits, see
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figure 10. This indicates a systematic error in the determination of Q of 0.002 in
addition to the random one of 0.001.

Figure 12 presents the integrated intensities of the (200)−QA
N and (020)−QB

N

magnetic reflections. The intensities are evaluated as the product of the amplitude
and the width of the one-Gaussian fits. Numerical integrations or the two-Gaussian
fits lead to the same results. The variation of the intensity is probably much
affected by extinction: In zero field, the two domains are equally populated, but
when one domain is suppressed not all the intensity will appear in the other
domain, because the intensity of the larger domain is more affected by extinction.
This may explain the decrease of total intensity between 0 and 1.0 T, which is
observed for all temperatures. At 1.0 T and 1.8 K (upper left panel), the total
intensity is temporarily regained, which may reflect a reduction of extinction due
to the presence of random domains with Q = 0.572 and Q = 0.588. At 3.1 K,
there is also a peak in the intensity around 1.0–1.1 T, but much less pronounced.
Above 1.2–1.3 T and below 1.8 T in the low temperature plot, the total intensity
is roughly constant, and in this range the system consists of only a single domain
with a certain Q, and the minority QB

N domain has disappeared. Above 1.8 T, the
intensity is reduced by the magnetic field until at 2.0–2.2 T the antiferromagnetic
ordering is completely quenched.

Hysteresis

The results at 1.8 K in figures 11 and 12 are obtained both for increasing and
decreasing values of the field. In the case of the majority domain, the hysteresis
in the intensity and in the position of the magnetic Bragg peak are concordant
with each other. The hysteresis shown by the first-order transitions between dif-
ferent commensurable values of Q, is an independent measure for the tendency
of the period of the magnetic structure to lock-in to the commensurable values.
A detailed neutron-diffraction analysis [49] and the magnetization measurements
show that the transition to the saturated paramagnetic state at about 2.0 T is of
first order, and the smaller intensity observed between 1.5–2.0 T when reducing
the field, is consistent with this first-order nature of the transition. The intensity
due to the minority QB

N domain shows no hysteresis. This is highly surprising.
The minority domain was anticipated to be metastable in a field, and after being
eliminated completely at high fields, we expected this domain to be energetically
unfavorable, until the applied field was reduced to less than ∼0.1 T. The critical
field for the stability of the QB

N domain has been followed at higher temperatures
(measured for increasing values of the field). It is about 1.3 T at 1.8 K and in-
creases to about 1.4–1.6 T, when the temperature is 3.1 and 4.1 K, until it finally
starts to decrease when the temperature approaches TN (it is still about 1.2 T
at 5.1 K). This critical field is somewhat uncertain to determine, but, clearly, it
does not decrease with temperature in the same fashion as the critical field for the
QA

N domain.

Details of width, amplitude and background

Figure 13 presents details of the width and amplitude of the Gaussian fits to the
magnetic reflections of the majority QA

N domain measured in h-scans at (2−Q, 0, 0)
(squares) and of the minority QB

N domain measured in k-scans at (0, 2−Q, 0) (cir-
cles), as functions of a field applied along [010]. Notice, near the transitions from
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Figure 13. Gaussian fitted width (left panels) and amplitude (right panels) of the
magnetic reflections of the majority QA

N domain measured in h-scans at (2−Q, 0, 0)
(squares) and of the minority QB

N domain measured in k-scans at (0, 2 − Q, 0)
(circles), as functions of a field applied along [010]. The solid symbols represent the
data obtained when increasing the field, and the open ones show the decreasing-field
data. The amplitude is the maximum number of neutron counts in 5000 monitor
counts which corresponds to approximately 15 minutes.
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one magnetic period to another, the width of the one-Gaussian fit increases dra-
matically by up to 100%. In the experiments on ErNi2B2C the width is resolution
limited. Examining the zero field Gaussian width (Gw) in order to estimate the
minimum domain size yields: ∆Q = Gw · 2√2 ln 2 · 2π

a = 0.0297Å−1 FWHM, and
the lower limit of the coherence length is given by 2

∆Q = 67 Å.
In some field regions many small peaks appear in the Q range of 0.54 − 0.63,

and as an example, the left part of figure 14 presents scans at 0 T, 1.1 T, 1.15 T,
and 1.3 T, with the insert showing in detail these small peaks located around a
main peak. Also it can be seen in figure 8 in the 1.4 T data. A way to quantify
these many small peaks, is to fit one Gaussian to the main peak and regard the
background determined in the fit as a measure for the average amplitude of the
small peaks. The right part of figure 14 shows the fitted background at T = 1.8
K in increasing fields. It is clear that this phenomenon of many small peaks only
appears in the field interval of 1 T to 1.6 T, however, notice that exactly at B
= 1.15 T the background is flat, this can be seen in both panels of figure 14.
The appearance of many small peaks is an indication that the energies of the
different structures are very close, specifically in this field range. At 1.4 T where
the background peaks, the structure starts to revert to lower Q values.
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Figure 14. Left panel: [h00] scans through the (2−Q, 0, 0) reflection at 0 T, 1.1 T,
1.15 T, and 1.3 T. Notice the higher background in the 1.3 T data, which is shown
more clearly in the insert. Here it is obvious that at 1.3 T there are three peaks:
one at 0.55 rlu, a main peak at 0.59 rlu and one at 0.62 rlu. In the right panel
the background obtained when fitting one Gauss to the peak is presented. Between
1 T and 1.6 T it is clear that the background is increased. This is the same field
region where Q is larger than 0.57.

5.3 Results: Field along [110]

In the case where the field is along [110], the two domains are degenerate, and
we observed essentially the same intensities for the magnetic peaks at QA

N and
QB

N both in zero field and in an applied field. A detailed field and temperature
survey was performed for the (110) − QA

N magnetic reflection. Three different
peak positions of the magnetic structure appear as the magnetic field is increased.
Figure 15 shows [h10] scans through the (110)−QA

N reflection at various values of
the field at T = 1.8 K, which represents the three periods of magnetic structure
at h = 0.448, 0.428, and 0.419 corresponding to Q = 0.552 ( 11

20 or 16
29 ), 0.572 ( 4

7 ),
and 0.581 (18

31 or 11
19 ). At low fields Q = 0.552, with a slight increase to Q = 0.555
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between 0.5 T and 1 T. At 1 T the reflection is divided into two peaks, one at
Q = 0.555 and one at Q = 0.572. Gradually, all the intensity is shifted to the
Q = 0.572 reflection and at 1.5 T part of the intensity shifts to Q = 0.581. For
B = 1.6 T and 1.7 T all the intensity lies in the 0.581 reflection, but at 1.8 T a
reappearance of the 0.572 reflection is observed. Both peaks decrease gradually in
intensity until they disappear at 2.1 T.
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Figure 15. Field along [110]: [h10] scans of the (110)−QA
N reflection in increasing

fields and at T = 1.8 K. The lines are Gaussian fits to one or two peaks.
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intensity in all peaks.
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Notice the intensity at 1.6 T is dramatically lower than the zero field intensity,
only 40 % of the zero field intensity is measured at 1.6 T. The integrated intensity
of the magnetic reflection was determined by fitting one, or, if two phases are
present at the same time, two-Gaussian functions to the data points, and the
result is presented in figure 16.
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Figure 17. Grid scans of the (110) ± QA
N reflection at T = 1.8 K in increasing

fields.

In order to figure out where the missing intensity could be, we measured numer-
ous grid scans of the (110)−QA

N reflection. These show the appearance of a small
orthogonal component of the modulation vector around B = 1.6 T. Grid-scans
of the magnetic reflection at several fields are presented in figure 17. At a field
of 0.5 T the (110) − QA

N reflection lies at (h, k) = (0.448, 1) whereas at 1.6 T it
lies at (h, k) = (0.420, 1.005). In the lower left panel the (110) + QA

N reflection is
shown at 1.6 T, and here (h, k) = (1.577, 0.993). Notice in the lower right panel
the 0.57 and 0.58 structures coexist at B = 2 T, and that only the 0.58 part of
the peak is rotated, whereas the 0.57 structure stays in the symmetry direction.
Thus we conclude that QA

N changes from (Q, 0, 0) to (Q, δQ, 0), with δQ in the
interval of [-0.004,-0.007]. Clearly, the presence of the finite orthogonal compo-
nent explains the observed reduction of the integrated intensity of the [h10] scan
at 1.6 T in Fig. 15. We regain 94% of the zero-field intensity at this position. An
analysis of the magnetic reflection at (110) + QA

N was performed at several values
of field and temperature in order to check for consistency. The finite orthogonal
component also appears at the magnetic peaks (110)−QB

N and (000)+QB
N, giving

QB
N = (δQ,Q, 0). The value δQ ≈ −0.005, corresponding to a rotation of Q by
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δθ = arcsin( 0.005
0.58 ) = 0.5◦, is a typical one, and the largest negative value ob-

served is δQ ≈ −0.007. Whenever δQ is non-zero, in the QA
N or the QB

N domain,
it is negative. This corresponds to a rotation of Q away from the direction of the
magnetic field, corresponding to a rotation of the transverse component of the
modulated moments towards the direction of the field. The last option assumes
that the structure maintains the transverse configuration when the propagation
direction is changed. At first sight, one could say that in this highly anisotropic
system it is unlikely that the moments rotate away from a crystalline axis however,
the only motivation for the structure to rotate is the gain in Zeeman energy by
rotating the moments towards the field direction.

In order to be sure of the alignment of the spectrometer, nuclear scans are
presented in Fig. 18. The first order (200) reflection lies in the blind angles of the
cryostat, so instead the (100) reflection was examined with second order neutrons.
The left panel presents a transverse omega scan, which is equivalent to a k-scan.
The center should be at omega = 20.23◦, and it is found to be only 0.03◦ of. In
the right panel, a longitudinal h-scan is presented, showing that the alignment in
the h direction is performed within an accuracy of 0.002 rlu.
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Figure 18. Transverse (left panel) and longitudinal (right panel) scan of the (200)
reflection, measured with second order neutrons at the (100) position at T = 2.0
K. The co values are the values of the perfectly centered reflection. This check is
performed after grid scans of the (0.55, 0, 0), (0, 0.55, 0), and (0.45, 1, 0) reflections,
at 1.5 T which all show a clear rotation of the Q vector.

The (110) nuclear Bragg peak could be reached with first order neutrons, and
the position of this reflection was examined regularly before and after grid scans
at different fields. It does not show any change of position as a function of field.

The plots in Fig. 19 show the characteristic variation patterns with field of the
principal component Q of the modulation wave vector at all measured tempera-
tures. Some of the scans were shown in Fig. 15, and the position is determined by
fitting one or two Gaussian functions to the results. Open circles represent points
where the value of δQ is not known, because no grid scan is performed. The Q

value is marked by open or colored squares in the respective cases of δQ = 0 or
δQ < 0: yellow: δQ = −0.002, cyan: δQ = −0.003, green: δQ = −0.004, red:
δQ = −0.005, blue: δQ = −0.006, and black: δQ = −0.007

First, lets consider the low field behavior. At 1.8 K, the structure changes grad-
ually from Q = 0.552 (11

20 or 16
29 ) to Q = 0.555 ( 5

9 ) between 0.5 and 1 T. When
increasing the temperature the same picture emerges, only the transition becomes
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Figure 19. Field along [110]: The field dependence of the value of Q of the (110)-QA
N

reflection at all measured temperatures. Notice when Q is on the high symmetry h-
axis the Q value is marked by open squares, open circles represent points where only
one h-scan with k=1 was performed, so δQ is unknown. When Q is rotated away
from the h-axis, the Q value is marked by colored squares: yellow: δQ = 0.002,
cyan: δQ = 0.003, green: δQ = 0.004, red: δQ = 0.005, blue: δQ = 0.006, and
black: δQ = 0.007.

more and more smooth, until at 4.75 K, where the zero field structure is very close
to Q = 0.555. In the following, the zero and low field structures are treated as
one phase and the more drastic changes in structure when applying a field are
discussed.

Generally, for temperatures below 3 K, the zero field magnetic structure with
Q in the interval of [0.55,0.56] persists up to 1 T, where it changes into the the
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Figure 20. Field along [110]: The field dependence of the integrated intensity of
the (110)-QA

N reflection at all measured temperatures. The integrated intensity is
evaluated as the product of the amplitude and width the individual peaks in the
two-Gaussian fits. The total intensity is marked by black squares, and the black
stars indicate the total intensity obtained in a scan where k = 1.003 or k = 1.006.
This could only be done for the fields and temperatures where a grid scan was
performed, which determined the extend of rotation of the reflection.
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Q = 4
7 structure and at 1.4 T or 1.5 T it is replaced by a Q value of 0.581 (11

19 or
18
31 ). In the upper panels, for T = 1.8 K and T = 2 K the 4

7 structure reappears
at 1.7 T or 1.8 T in coexistence with the Q = 0.581 structure up to 2.0 T. At
2.5 K the 0.581 structure persists as a single phase up to the transition to the
field-induced ferromagnetic phase and at 3 K the Q = 0.581 phase coexists above
1.4 T with the zero field phase that has changed gradually from Q ≈ 0.55 to Q ≈
0.56. In the lower panels, for T = 3.75 K and T = 4.75 K, only the zero field
phase is observed and the value of Q increased gradually from 0.552 to 0.563 (T
= 3.75 K) and 0.560 (T = 4.75 K). Notice the rotation of Q takes place in the
0.58, 0.55 and 0.56 structures above some critical field, whereas the 4

7 structure
with the short commensurable period of seven layers, has δQ = 0 at all fields and
temperatures where it is observed.

Figure 20 presents integrated intensities of the magnetic reflection at (110)-
QA

N at all examined temperatures, evaluated from Gaussian fits to h scans with
k = 1. The figure presents the intensity of the magnetic reflections at the various
Q values, which was presented in figure 19. The total intensity of the peaks at
different Q values is plotted as black squares, and at T = 1.7 K, T = 2.0 K, and
T = 2.5 K, a jump in the intensity at the field where Q rotates is observed. For
T = 3.0 K, the structure is rotated at least for B = 1.3 T to B = 1.6 T, but
here the intensity shows only a smooth change of slope at 1.3 T, where we know
that the structure is rotated. In the lower panels for T = 3.75 K and T = 4.75
K, the reflection is rotated at least above 1.1 T and 1.0 T respectively, and the
intensity is smooth in the entire field range. Black stars represent the integrated
intensity of the rotated reflection, obtained from a scan away from the k = 1.000
symmetry direction. The grid scans were performed with intervals in k of 0.003,
so the intensity is evaluated from h scans at k = 1.003 or k = 1.006, dependent on
which of the scans yield the center of the rotated reflection. For T = 1.7 K, the
intensity at 1.6 T of the k = 1.006 scan is much larger than the one at k = 1.000,
however, for B = 2.0 T, almost no gain in intensity is observed. The grid scan for
B = 2.0 T and T = 1.8 K was presented in figure 17, where it is clear that two
peaks appear in the grid scan, one with Q = 0.428 and δQ = 0, and one with
Q = 0.422 and δQ = −0.006, and that the main part of the intensity lies in the 4

7

structure, which is on the axis.

5.4 Results: Field along [110] + 22.5◦

In order to acquire more information about the unusual rotation of the magnetic
ordering wave vector, we have examined the behavior of the magnetic reflections,
when applying the field along a direction half way in between the [010] and [110]
directions. We performed grid scans of the magnetic reflections at (110)−QA

N and
(110) + QB

N at base temperature in increasing fields, and the results are summa-
rized in Fig. 21. The case (1 − Q, 1, 0) shows the behavior of the QA

N majority
domain, and the grid scans determine the positions of the magnetic reflection to
lie between 0.551 to 0.585. No rotation of the magnetic reflection is detected in this
domain. Two transition fields are observed at 0.8 T and 1.2 T consistent with the
magnetization data [11]. In the minority QB

N domain, indicated by (1, 1+Q, 0) on
the figure, Q changes from 0.550 to 0.553, and, most interestingly, the orthogonal
component of the modulation vector is observed to become non-zero, δQ ≈ −0.005,
at fields larger than 1.2 T. At 1.0 T and 1.1 T a small rotation of +0.001 rlu is
detected, however, since the alignment of the spectrometer is performed within an
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Figure 21. Field along [110] + 22.5◦ at T = 1.75 K: The position of the magnetic
reflection of the majority (squares) and minority (circles) domains are presented
in the left part of the figure. Top: principal periodic modulation Q, and bottom:
orthogonal component 1± δQ. The right part of the figure presents two grid scans
of the minority domain showing that δQ = 0 at 1.1 T and δQ ≈ −0.005 at 1.3 T.

accuracy of 0.001 rlu, it might simply be due to a field dependent systematic error
of the spectrometer. Thus, we cannot say if this is an artifact or of it is indeed a
true effect.

The magnetic structure in the majority domain behaves roughly in the same
way as observed when the field is applied along [010]. In the minority domain
the value of Q is nearly constant, as when the field is applied along [010]. The
domain is reasonable stable also at high fields, the intensity is still about 20% of
the zero-field value at 1.8 T, and, like in the case of field along [110], Q is rotated
at fields above 1.2 T (at 1.75 K). The orthogonal component δQ not only has the
same sign, but also the same magnitude as in the [110] case.

5.5 Results: Field along [001]

In this section, the magnetic structure of ErNi2B2C is examined when applying the
magnetic field along the [001] direction, which is the hard axis of magnetization.
Figure 22 summarizes the results, the result is in short that nothing much happens.
The left panel presents scans of the magnetic 1st order reflection in increasing fields
at T = 1.9 K. The scans for 0 T and 5 T are almost identical, and when the field is
increased further the Q value shifts gradually towards larger Q, and the intensity
starts to decrease. The middle panel presents the value of Q versus field, obtained
by fitting a Gaussian to the scans presented in the left panel, here it is seen that
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Figure 22. Left panel: Scans of the magnetic reflection at Q = 0.55 in increas-
ing fields, T = 1.9 K. Middle panel: Position of the magnetic reflection obtained
from Gaussian fits to scans as the ones presented in the left panel. Right panel:
Integrated intensity of 1st (circles), 3rd (squares) and 5th (triangles) orders of the
magnetic reflection. All errorbars are smaller then the markers.

Q changes from 0.551 to 0.555 when the field changes from 0 T to 13 T. The right
panel presents the integrated intensities obtained from the Gaussian fits to the
1st (circles), 3rd (squares) and 5th (triangles) orders of the magnetic reflection.
The 3rd and 5th order intensities decreases around 8 T, whereas the 1st order
intensity is roughly constant up to 10 T, whereafter it starts to decrease and it is
approximately 2

3 of the zero field value at 13 T. Thus the magnetic structure is
less squared up, approaching a sine wave above 8 T.

5.6 Results: Higher order reflections

So far the analysis of the magnetic structures in ErNi2B2C in an in-plane magnetic
field has been concentrated on the behavior of the first order reflection, however
much important information lies in the higher order reflections: The size of the
odd order reflections reveals the squaring up of the structure and the size of the
even order reflections reveals the weak ferromagnetic moment of the structure.

Figure 23 presents several scans of the magnetic reflections at T = 2.1 K, for
the field applied along [010]. The blue circles in the top panel is the zero field scan,
where all the odd order reflections up to ninth order are visible. In our samples
we do not see the even order reflections from the weak ferromagnetic structure in
zero field, which was observed by Choi and co-workers in 2001 [25]. The even order
reflections occur when a small magnetic field is applied in any direction within
the ab plane. The red circles are taken for B = 1 T, and even though only three
peaks are visible, actually these are all the possible reflections for the 4

7 structure
because the reflections overlap as indicated in the figure. The 6th and 8th order
reflections overlap with the first order reflections, and the 7th order reflection ends
up at the even numbered nuclear reflections.

When the field is increased, the ordering vector changes to Q = 0.59, thus here
it is possible to separate the higher order reflections, and for the first time we
see directly the even order reflections. One strange feature is the very small peak
at the [100] nuclear position at B = 1.3 T, which is forbidden in the tetragonal
(and also in the orthorhombic) symmetry. In a paper by Bancroft and co-workers
a similar peak can be seen in a figure, also only at B = 1.3 T. I do not have an
explanation for the origin of this peak, nor has Bancroft et al. since they do not
even mention the peak in the text of their paper [50].

Increasing the field further, the higher order reflections die out, and at 1.75 T,
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Figure 23. Scans of reflections along (h00), for B ‖ [010], T = 2.1 K in increasing
fields.
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Figure 24. Relative intensities of magnetic higher order reflections relative to the
first order intensity. The intensity of the 4th and 5th order reflections are multi-
plied by 10. Measured in increasing fields along [010] for T = 4 K.

only the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order reflections are present.
Figure 24 gives an overview of the intensities of the higher order reflections

relative to the first order reflection. Notice that the relative intensities of the 4th

and 5th order reflections are multiplied by 10. Firstly, one notices that there is
a jump in the 2nd and 3rd order intensities at 0.9 T, which is connected to the
change of ordering vector from Q = 0.553 to Q = 0.58. Secondly, there is a jump
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in the 2nd, 4th, and 5th order intensity at 1.1 - 1.3 T, at the same time, the 3rd

order intensity disappears. In total, the even order reflections are strengthened
compared to the odd order reflections in increasing fields since the ferromagnetic
part is induced by the applied magnetic field.
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Figure 25. Scans of reflections along (0k0), for B ‖ [110], T = 2 K. The lower
panel presents scans along both (0k0) (blue), and along (h00) (green) at T = 4 K
and B = 1.1 T . (The numbers indicate the order of the reflection, with the higher
order reflection lying at a nuclear Bragg reflection ± xQN.)

Figure 25 presents long scans along [0k0] in increasing fields, B‖[110], and T =
2.1 K. The blue circles in the upper panel is the same zero field scan as in figure
23, and the red circles represent the data taken at 0.8 T. Here Q = 0.55, and all
the higher order reflections, both odd and even stand out beautifully. Increasing
the field changes the structure to the 4

7 structure and again the reflections overlap.
The bottom panel shows a peculiarity observed in the long scans, which initiated
all the following experiments on ErNi2B2C. The blue circles is a scan similar
to the ones in the panels above taken at T = 4 K and B = 1.1 T, and this
looks like one would expect. Interestingly the green markers represent a [h00]
scan performed perpendicular to the other one, and here the 1st order intensity
is almost gone at Q = 0.55, but there is plenty of intensity in the first order
reflection at (2− 0.55, 0, 0). The second order reflections follows the same pattern
where (0 + 2Q, 0, 0) is absent, but the reflection at (2 − 2Q, 0, 0) is there. There
is no way the magnetic structure can generate this mismatch in intensity between
plus and minus directions, and the only valid explanation is given considering
the different resolution at these positions in reciprocal space combined with the
rotation of the magnetic structure. With a larger resolution ellipsoid for larger
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scattering vectors, the rotation of the Q vector will have less effect. The difference
between the two scan directions in the lower panel of figure 25 is probably due to
a misalignment of the field.

5.7 Phase diagrams and discussion

Figure 26 presents the magnetization measurements from reference [46]. The jumps
in magnetization are plotted in the phase diagrams in figure 5.7 as black circles.
The phase diagrams present an overview of the magnetic phases detected when
applying the field along the symmetry directions [010], [110], and [001]. The phases,
indicated by colors, represent the different commensurable structures, and are our
best estimates derived from the temperature variation of the magnetic Bragg peak
intensities. Notice, the colors from the neutron diffraction data were applied before
adding the black circles for the magnetization data. The superconducting upper
critical field is marked by a fine line [47].
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Figure 26. The magnetization curves of ErNi2B2C at T = 2 K. The crosses con-
nected by dashed lines show the experimental results from reference [46]. The re-
maining solid and dashed lines show the results calculated by the mean field model
[1]. The results in the case of H ‖[100] have been shifted upwards by 2 units. The
figure is taken from reference [23].

Top panel, H ‖ [010]

When the field is applied along [010], the domains in which the moments are
parallel to the field, or Q ‖[100], are the stable ones. This behavior contrasts that
of a normal antiferromagnet, however in the present four-state clock system, it is
hard to rotate the moments away from the [010] direction, it is much easier to
change the magnitude of the moments.
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Figure 27. The mag-

netic phase diagrams of
ErNi2B2C for increasing
values of applied field along
[010] (top), [110] (mid-
dle), and [001] (bottom).
Small black dots mark the
(T,H) points where the
measurements were made.
The outermost boundary
in the [010] and [110]
cases marks the experi-
mental points where the
intensity of the magnetic
phase disappears, and in
the last case it is the Néel
temperature determined by
the mean-field model [1].
The superconducting crit-
ical field Hc2 is marked by
a fine solid line [47], and
the solid circles indicate
the magnetic phase lines
derived from magnetiza-
tion measurements [47].
Top, H ‖ [010]: Four
commensurable phases are
presented in the phase di-
agram. Middle, H ‖ [110]:
White and gray areas in-
dicate the existence of one
of the three phases, and
the striped areas repre-
sent coexistence of two of
the phases. The modula-
tion wave vector has a fi-
nite orthogonal component
above the dashed line, and
the open circles indicate
that the orthogonal compo-
nent is zero at fields below
the points. Notice that δQ

is always zero if Q = 4
7 ,

which means that in the
top left corner the Q = 0.58 structure with δQ = 0 coexists with the Q = 4

7

structure, which has δQ = 0. The insert shows schematically how the magnetic
reflections are rotated in reciprocal space. Bottom, H ‖ [001]: Open squares repre-
sent the Néel temperature derived from the data, and the lines are contour plots
of the values of Q.
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Four commensurable phases are presented in the phase diagram. Starting from
low fields, the first two changes of structure match perfectly with the jumps in
magnetization measurements at 0.7 T and 1.15 T. The third magnetization jump
appears at 1.25 T and does not seem to overlap with the transition from Q = 0.59
to Q = 0.58, which can be understood considering the nature of the transitions to
lower Q values.

A change of Q to larger values is visualized as a spin flip, changing the mixture of
sequences d(5p), d(3p), and d(1p) by replacing with smaller number of pairs from
5 to 3 to 1 pair between spin slip planes. When increasing the field above 1.3 T, Q

starts to decrease again, but of course the structures maintain their net magnetic
moment, which can be seen in the magnetization measurements in figure 26. Thus,
the changes of structure appearing above 1.3 T can be ascribed to a change of spin
configuration which takes place without altering the net magnetization, and the
phase lines for Q changing to lower values will not be observed in the magnetization
measurements.

Instead, the model states that the change of double pair configuration dduu →
duuu (see section 2.6 on page 17) is responsible for the third magnetization phase
line (counting the black circles from low field and up at low temperature) appearing
at B = 1.2 T – 1.3 T [1]. In principle, this transition should also be detectable
in the diffraction experiments by a reduction of the scattering intensity by about
20 % . Unfortunately, the intensity measurements are much affected by extinction
(see figure 12 on page 35), and it is not possible to decide, whether this predicted
reduction in the intensity occurs or not.

The fourth jump in magnetization is the transition to an almost saturated para-
magnetic structure or one could call it a field induced ferromagnetic state. In the
magnetization measurements an effort was made to determine the Nèel tempera-
ture by correcting for the demagnetization field. In the experiments reported here,
the phase line at 2.2 T represents the disappearance of intensity in the neutron
diffraction measurements and we have not tried to evaluate the correct Nèel tem-
perature, and this may explain the apparent mismatch of Nèel temperatures. The
transition to the field induced ferromagnetic state is of first order, as shown in a de-
tailed neutron diffraction analysis in reference [49]. This leaves the possibility that
the demagnetization field smears out the first order transition and stabilizes in-
termediate structures, which may cause a small antiferromagnetic scattering peak
at fields somewhat above the transition field determined from the magnetization
measurements.

The most remarkable result obtained in the [010] case is the reversible appear-
ance of the minority QB

N domain, as discussed in subsection 5.2. The stability of the
QB

N domain up to a field along [010] of about 1.3 T at 1.8 K cannot be explained by
the demagnetization field, which is less than 0.1 T at this field and crystal shape.
The (meta)stability of the QB

N domain might be a consequence of the magnetoe-
lastic energy of the different distortion of the two orthorhombic domains. This
effect would decline rapidly with increasing temperatures, in contradiction to that
the critical field for the QB

N domain shows a tendency to increase with increasing
temperature. Most importantly, this mechanism leaves no way to explain why the
QB

N domain reappears in a reversible way when the field is reduced.
Incidentally, the magnetostriction measurements by Doerr et al. show a strong

asymmetry of their sample [48]. The volume ratio between the two domains is
estimated to be 1:2, as explained by an unequal zero-field population of the two
domains of the ordered system, and it is noticeable that even the asymmetry is
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detected to reappear in a reversible way, after the application of a field of 6 T.
Alternatively, an explanation for the reversible behavior of the QB

N domain
might be that the inhomogeneous type II phase of the superconductor, in some
way, sustains this domain. An indicator of this is that the critical field for the
stability of the QB

N domain, below 5 K, roughly coincides with Hc2. The value
of κ ≈ 8 is large in this system and the internal magnetic field is not varying
much, as soon as the applied field is larger than a 0.2 T, so the inhomogeneities
are mostly connected to the cores of the flux lines. How the cores may be able to
stabilize the QB

N phase is an open question.

Middle panel, H ‖ [110]

For this field direction only three commensurable phases are presented in the grey-
colored areas. The striped areas represent mixtures of two phases, defined by the
color of each single phase region, e.g. Q = 0.57 light gray and Q = 0.58 dark gray
and a mixture of these phases is observed in between the two phases and in the
upper left corner. Again, starting at low fields and low temperature, the first two
jumps of magnetization correspond to the changes of magnetic structure observed
in neutron diffraction. Notice in this case the magnetization measurements are
very smooth, but the jumps can be identified by looking at figure 26.

We cannot determine whether the second magnetization jump arises due to a
change of magnetic structure from Q = 0.57 to Q = 0.58, or it is due to the
change of double pair configuration dduu → duuu, as discussed in the previous
section. According to the model, the dduu → duuu transition would take place
at this field [23]. Up to T = 3.5 K, the black circles overlap fairly well with
the neutron diffraction data, but at higher temperatures the circles extend into
the region where Q = 0.55 − 0.56 exists. It should be noted that at these high
temperatures, the magnetization data must be even smoother than at 2 K, so the
high temperature part of the phase line might be speculative.

A few points in the magnetization data indicate a vertical phase line at about
3.7 K, which we have no explanation for.

The white circles connected by a dotted line represent the transition to a rotated
magnetic structure, with QA

N= (Q, δQ, 0) and QB
N= (δQ,Q, 0), δQ ≈ 0.005. For

T = 3.75 K and T = 4.75 K we have observed a rotation of Q at fields of 1.1
T and 1.0 T respectively, but we cannot say whether the structure rotates at a
lower field. For all we know, it is possible that the rotation of Q follows the phase
line determined by jumps in magnetization extending from (T,B) = (2, 1.4) to
(T,B) = (5, 0.4), which was discussed above.

This rotation happens for all the observed commensurable structures with the
exception of the seven layered Q = 4

7 structure. The rotation may be explained by
the gain in Zeeman energy of the commensurable structures, if the moments are
rotated by an angle of the same sign and size as Q is rotated. This explanation is
consistent with all observations: The rotation does not occur, if the field is applied
along the c axis, or if the angle between the transverse components of the moments
and the field is small, as it is in the QA

N domains, when the field is along [010] or is
making an angle of 22.5◦ with [010] and [110]. In the QB

N domains, the rotation is
observed in the latter case, where the angle is large and the domain is still stable
at the required field.

A way to explain the rotation is to assume an additional anisotropic two-ion
interaction making up for the inability of the classical coupling to rotate the
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moments. That such a coupling is a possibility is demonstrated by the stability of
the longitudinal polarization of the ordered moments in TbNi2B2C. The ordering
wave vector in TbNi2B2C is practically the same one as in ErNi2B2C, but the
ordered moments are parallel to Q [43, 16]. The occurrence of this polarization in
TbNi2B2C reveals the presence of an anisotropic two-ion interaction similar to the
classical one, but of opposite sign, so that it more than compensates for the strong
reduction of the longitudinal coupling deriving from the classical interaction.

The rotation of Q may be considered as a 2π phase shift of the magnetic struc-
ture per approximately 200 double layers along the [010] direction. We have ob-
served no higher harmonics perpendicular to [100] in the neutron diffraction ex-
periments. Any higher harmonics would appear in the grid scans in figure 17 on
page 40. This suggests that the phase shift proceeds in a smooth way. It is not
obvious how the commensurable structures may accomplish that, but it is clear
that long-period structures, like the 31 layered Q = 18

31 structure, are less firmly
locked to the lattice, and therefore may rotate more easily, than the 7 layered
Q = 4

7 structure. The mean-field model suggests another explanation for why the
Q = 4

7 structure does not rotate [23]. The calculations predict that this structure
would behave in a unique way by staying in the duudduu configuration all the
way up to the transition to the paramagnetic phase, without participating in the
dduu → duuu transition at about 1.4 T. The rotation of Q probably occurs just
above the dduu → duuu transition at low temperatures. This coincidence indi-
cates that the extra Zeeman-energy gain deriving from the enhancement of the
ferromagnetic component perpendicular to Q due to the dduu → duuu transition,
is required in order to make the rotation of Q favorable. Therefore, the reason why
the Q = 4

7 structure does not rotate may be a consequence of the that gain in
Zeeman-energy is insufficient, as long as the structure stays in the dduu phase.

Bottom panel, H ‖ [001]

The uniform magnetization created by a field along the c-axis is small, and smooth
without any jumps, so only the neutron diffraction results are presented in the
figure. The Nèel temperature (solid line) is determined by the mean field model
[23], and the open squares are the Nèel temperature determined by extrapolating
the tangent to the steepest part of the intensity curve to zero intensity. The lines
are contour plots of the value of Q.

The critical field of the antiferromagnetic phase is calculated in the mean field
model to be 18.3 T at 2 K [23], whereas the experimental value determined by
Schmiedeshoff et al.[51] from resistivity measurements is 14 T. The results of TN

from our diffraction experiments, extending up to a field of 11 T, are in better
agreement with the critical field predicted by the model. The difference between
the two experimental sets of data may reflect a dependence of the critical field on
the quality of the crystal, but also a minor misalignment of the field may produce
a relatively large reduction of the critical field.

5.8 Summary

The present experimental analysis of the magnetic properties of ErNi2B2C, has
revealed a remarkable variety of different commensurable magnetic structures.

The experiments on ErNi2B2C was initiated in an attempt to solve the problem
about the different behavior of Hc2 at TN for different field directions. The work
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in this thesis established that the Fermi surface nesting structure is the stable
magnetic structure at Hc2 for all field directions.

The behavior of Hc2 just below TN is determined by two factors. One is the mag-
nitude of the superzone energy gaps introduced by the antiferromagnetic ordering,
which is proportional to the first harmonic of the ordered moments. The other is
the rate of depletion in the density of Cooper-pair states produced by these gaps,
as discussed in section 2.3. The first factor is of some importance for explaining
the difference in the size of the cusps in Hc2 at TN observed experimentally [47].
The first harmonic increases rapidly, when the temperature is reduced below the
second-order transition temperature at a constant field applied along [001]. When
the field is applied in the ab-plane, the transition at TN is of first order, with
a first harmonic below the transition being relatively small, see sections 5.2 and
5.3. The first order transition may happen at slightly different temperatures in
different domains of the sample, which may cause the transition to be smeared
out. This different behavior may explain a reduction of the cusp, when the field is
applied in the ab-plane instead of along [001]. At Hc2, the induced ferromagnetic
moment shifts the conduction spin-up and spin-down bands with respect to each
other, due to the RKKY interaction. These spin gaps are much the largest, when
the field is in the ab-plane. As discussed above, the spin gaps probably have the
consequence that the nesting peak in J⊥(Q) is reduced, already above the mag-
netic ordering temperature. If the nesting feature is diminished, the result may be
a further reduction of the cusps in Hc2 at TN in the ab-case.

In contrast, most of the magnetic properties of the present Er system are ex-
plained without any reference to the superconducting electrons. There might be
some weak influences on the magnitudes of the moments, which are, however, dif-
ficult to detect as they probably disappear gradually when approaching the upper
critical field.

The spectacular effect of the small-angle rotation of Q occurs at fields along
[110]. This unexpected observation indicates that the classical dipole interaction
cannot be the only anisotropic two-ion interaction of importance in this system.
An additional one, like that responsible for the longitudinal polarization of the
ordered moments in TbNi2B2C, is required in order to account for this particular
phenomenon.

The second spectacular effect detected in the experiments is the surprising sta-
bility and the reversible behavior of the minority QB

N domain, when the field is
applied along [010]. As discussed in the previous section, it is very unlikely that
this phenomenon would have occurred in the normal phase of the magnet. The ar-
guments only leave the explanation that the minority domain, for some unknown
reason, is able to survive in parts of the crystal up to a field close to Hc2, due
to the inhomogeneities introduced by the superconducting type II phase. This
challenging problem needs to be examined in further detail.
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6 TmNi2B2C

In TmNi2B2C the moments order below TN = 1.5 K in a unique structure with
QF = (0.094, 0.094, 0) and the moments pointing in the c-direction, which is not
seen in any of the other RNi2B2C [52, 53]. The origin of this magnetic phase was
a puzzle, which we decided to resolve, and the result is presented below.

6.1 Experimental details

All samples were grown by a high-temperature flux method and isotopically en-
riched with 99.5 % 11B to enhance the neutron transmission [54, 37].

The neutron diffraction experiments presented in this thesis on TmNi2B2C were
all performed for a field along [100]. They were carried out both at the BER-II
reactor at BENSC, Hahn-Meitner Institut, and at the Risø National Laboratory
DR3 research reactor.

The measurements at BENSC (magnetic ordering in TmNi2B2C) were per-
formed on the cold neutron beam line V2 triple-axis spectrometer, using 13.75
meV neutrons, and pyrolythic graphite (004) monochromator and (002) analyzer
crystals. The sample had a dimension of 2× 2× 1 mm3, and horizontal cryomag-
nets with maximum fields of respectively 4 T and 6 T were used. The collimation
was open before the monochromator, 60́ before the sample, 60́ before the analyzer,
and 60́ after the analyzer. Additionally, some high resolution measurements were
performed using second order neutrons with an incident energy of 3.5 meV, a
beryllium filter, and collimation open - 20́ - 20́ - open. The high resolution data
with B = 2.6 T is included in section 6.3 of this thesis.

Using a high resolution set-up at the cold neutron TAS7 spectrometer at Risø
the experiment concerning the low intensity tail of the QN phase in TmNi2B2C,
was performed with 2.8 meV neutrons, pyrolythic graphite (002) monochromator
and (002) analyzer crystals, and a collimation: open - 15́ - 15́ - 30́. The sample was
the same as in the experiment described above which had a dimension of 2×2×1
mm3, and a 1.8 T horizontal cryomagnet was used.

The (Tm1−xYbx)Ni2B2C samples with x = 0.10 and 0.15 had a dimension of
4 × 3 × 0.2 mm3, and they where cooled down in a 1.8 T horizontal cryomagnet.
The cold neutron TAS7 spectrometer was used with 15.2 meV neutrons, pyrolythic
graphite (004) monochromator and (002) analyzer crystals, and an open collima-
tion.

An experiment looking for a static or dynamic deformation at Q = (−0.48, 0, 4),
was performed at SINQ at the Paul Scherrer Institute. Two large samples of
TmNi2B2C where glued onto one sample holder in order to obtain as much in-
tensity as possible. The total weight of the samples was 360 mg, and the two
samples were aligned within an angle of 0.5 o in a 1.8 T horizontal cryomagnet.
In the elastic part neutrons with 13.7 meV incoming energy were used, pyrolythic
graphite (004) monochromator and (002) analyzer crystals, and a radial collima-
tion of 120’ between sample and analyzer. The inelastic part of the experiment
was performed with 4.8 mev neutrons, pyrolythic graphite (002) monochromator
and (002) analyzer crystals, and a beryllium filter with a radial collimation of 120’
placed between sample and analyzer.
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6.2 Results: Magnetic structures in TmNi2B2C
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Figure 27. Left panel: (hh0) scans through the (110) nuclear and the (110) ± QF

magnetic reflections at B = 0 T and T = 0.1 K. The reflection at h = k = 1.07 is
an Al powder peak coming from the sample environment. Right panel: (h00) scan
for B = 1.8 T and T = 0.1 K showing magnetic reflections at (000) + QN and
(200) − QN, a nuclear reflection at (200), and some powder reflections from Al
and Cu.

The zero field magnetic structure of TmNi2B2C is a long wavelength struc-
ture with QF = (0.094, 0.094, 0). The left panel of Fig. 27 presents a scan in the
[110] direction through the magnetic and nuclear reflections. The reflection at
h = k = 1.07 is an aluminum powder peak which comes from the sample environ-
ment. Applying a magnetic field of more than 1 T in the a direction, gradually
suppresses the QF magnetic phase, and another magnetic phase appears with Q
= QN =(0.482,0,0).
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Figure 28. Longitudinal scans of the mag-
netic reflections observed in TmNi2B2C.
The top and bottom panels are [h00]-scans
through the QNI/QNII reflections respec-
tively at T = 100 mK as the field is in-
creased from 1.8 to 6 T, and at B = 6 T
for temperatures between 100 mK and 12
K. The position of the QNI and QNII peaks
are indicated by the dashed lines.

A long scan in the a direction
is shown in the right panel of Fig.
27, and the QN reflection can be
seen both at (000)+QN and at (200)-
QN. Additionally, powder reflections
from Cu and Al are observed. The
(200) nuclear reflection extends to
800 counts.

The behavior of the QN phase
versus field and temperature is pre-
sented in Fig. 28, two values of the
QN vector is observed, QNI and
QNII. The top panel shows the how
the phase evolves in increasing fields.
When the field is increased above 4
T a shoulder appears on the higher
Q value side of the peak, and at
4.4 T the reflection has changed into
a peak at h = 0.495 with a small
shoulder at h = 0.482. The ordering
vector QNII = (0.496, 0, 0), could at
first sight look like a lock-in to the
commensurate antiferromagnetic site
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(0.5, 0, 0), but it was determined relative to the nuclear Bragg peaks within an ac-
curacy of 0.001 rlu. The bottom panel of Fig. 28 presents scans through the QN

phase obtained at 6 T upon heating. At 100 mK the QNI phase only shows up as a
small shoulder on the QNII peak. When the temperature is increased the intensity
of both peaks decreases, but the relative intensity of QNI with respect to QNII in-
creases and becomes the dominant at approximately 4 K. Note the transition does
not proceed by a continuous translation of the ordering vector from Q = 0.483 to
0.496, since several of the peaks are asymmetric. Instead the intensity of one of
the closely spaced reflections decreases as the intensity of the other increases.
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Figure 29. Temperature dependence of the numerically integrated intensity of the
QNI and QNII reflections in TmNi2B2C. The data in the top panel is obtained
in a field of 2.4 T (QNI only) and the bottom panel at 5 T. The lower limit of
the Nèel temperature, T

(N, dI
dT )

, is determined as the maximum change of slope of
the intensity curve. The upper limit of the Nèel temperature, T(N,linexp), and the
vanishing temperature of the low intensity tail, TT, is determined by the linear
extrapolation to zero of respectively the steepest slope and the high temperature
part of the intensity curve. Error bars for the numerically calculated intensity are
smaller than the data points.

In figure 29 we show the temperature dependence of the numerically integrated
intensity of the QNI reflection at 2.4 T (top panel), and of the QNI and QNII

reflections at 5 T (bottom panel). The total intensity is evaluated as the sum of
scattered neutrons in a [h00] scan through the reflection, subtracting the back-
ground scattering. Looking at the 2.4 T data, we see that the intensity is saturated
at low temperatures, and starts to decrease linearly between 1 and 2 K. Above 2
K it bends of and a low intensity persists up to a temperature of 8 K. Due to this
low intensity tail the Nèel temperature, TN, of the QN phase is difficult to estab-
lish. Figure 29 presents the result of determining a lower and upper limit of TN.
The lower limit is the maximum change of slope of the intensity curve (T

(N, dI
dT )

)
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whereas the upper limit is determined by fitting a straight line to the steepest
part of the intensity curve and extrapolating it to zero intensity (T(N,linexp)). The
vanishing temperature of the low intensity tail, TT, is determined by extrapolat-
ing the last part of the curve to zero. Since it is notoriously difficult to determine
the vanishing of such a slowly decreasing signal, it was not possible to determine
this temperature to greater accuracy than a few degrees. The result for 2.4 T is:
T

(N, dI
dT )

= 1.8 ± 0.2 K, T(N,linexp) = 3.1 ± 0.4 K, and TT = 8.2 ± 0.5 K. In the
lower part of figure 29 the same analysis is performed for the 5 T data, yielding
T

(N, dI
dT )

= 3.0 ± 0.3 K, T(N,linexp) = 4.9 ± 0.7 K, and TT = 15.2 ± 1.5 K. Notice
that the intensity is not as smooth as in the 2.4 T case, a clear jump is observed
at 3 K. This may be caused by extinction: at low temperature both the QNI and
QNII phase exists, but at 3 K the QNII phase is suppressed, and only one phase,
the QNI is observed. Thus the total intensity may appear smaller in the single
phase than in the double phase. This is consistent with the observation that the
lower limit of TN (determined as the maximum of − dI

dT ) coincides with the tran-
sition temperature for the disappearance of the QNII ordering vector (diamonds
in fig. 31), for all fields where the QNII phase exists. At this point it is important
to notice that the Nèel temperature defined a lower and upper limits is not the
transition temperature for a true phase transition, which becomes apparent for
the 5 T data where there is no clear change of slope in the intensity.
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Figure 30. Field dependence of the integrated intensity of the QF, QNI, and QNII

reflections in TmNi2B2C at 100 mK following a zero field cooling and a field ramp
at base temperature.

Figure 30 presents the field dependence of the integrated intensity of the differ-
ent magnetic reflections at 100 mK. It is calculated as the product of the amplitude
and width of the one- or two-Gaussian fits to the scans. For the two-Gaussian fits,
the best fits were obtained by setting the width to a constant value, obtained in
the one-Gaussian fits below 4 T. The intensity of the QF reflection was obtained
from Gaussian fits to [hh0] scans (h = 0.9− 1.1) through the two magnetic peaks
around (110), and the QNI and QNII intensities were acquired from Gaussian fits
to [h00] scans through (000) + QNI/NII. Notice, in this way we compare intensities
of longitudinal scans only. Also shown is the sum of the integrated intensity for
all the magnetic reflections. All QF intensities are scaled by the Lorentz-, form-,
and structure factors, in order to obtain an intensity which is comparable to the
intensity of the QN reflection, see appendix A. The error bars for the determina-
tion of the form factor of the Tm ion in TmNi2B2C are quite large. This results
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in an error bar of 25 % on scaling the QF intensity to QNI values. This is valid for
all the QF values, but on the figure, it is indicated only for B = 1 T and B = 1.1
T. A jump in the total intensity appears at the QF → QNI transition at 1.4 T,
however this is within the accuracy of the correction from QF intensity to QNI in-
tensity. More interestingly, we observe an increase at the QNI → QNII transition
at 4 T, which also appears when doing a numerical integration of the intensity.
This could be due to a change of spin configuration connected to the change of
ordering vector (QNI → QNII). If the magnetic ordering is sinusoidal, the mag-
netic intensity depends only on the size of the ordered magnetic moment. If not,
higher order reflections appear and the exact spin configuration of the magnetic
wave determines the intensity of the first harmonic, therefore a change of spin
configuration could lead to a change of intensity. Another possible explanation for
the jump at 4 T is extinction. Below 4 T only one magnetic phase is present, and
the intensity could be reduced due to extinction, whereas above 4 T two magnetic
phases coexist, which could lower the effect of extinction and therefore increase the
total amount of scattered intensity. Above 4 T the intensity of the QNII (and QNI)
reflection decreases, which indicates that the magnetic moments are beginning to
tilt towards the field.

Figure 31. Experimental phase diagram for TmNi2B2C with the magnetic field
along [100] showing the extent of the magnetic phases by the different degrees of
shading. Notice, the QNI and QNII phases are labelled QAI and QAII in this figure.
The region between the solid squares and triangles show the overlap of the QF and
QNI phases (dark shading). The upper limit of the Nèel temperature and the range
of the low temperature tail, both determined as indicated in figure 29, is shown by
respectively open squares and circles. The vanishing of the QNII phase is shown
by diamonds, and above 4 T the lower limit of TN match the diamonds of the
QNII phase. The superconducting upper critical field, Hc2, was determined from
transport measurements by Naugle et al. [29]. The dotted lines correspond to the
temperature scans shown in figure 29.

The results for TmNi2B2C are summarized in figure 31, where we show the
extent of the various magnetic phases. At low fields the magnetic QF phases
(marked by triangles) persist up to 1.5 T, with a transition to the QNI phase
(limited by open and solid squares) commencing at 1 T. At 3.5 − 4 T the QNII

phase, marked by diamonds, appears and suppresses the QNI phase to some extent.
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However, the two phases continue to coexist up to the highest measured field. The
majority of the phase diagram is dominated by the QNI phase, and it is striking
how, within our field range, both TN (whether we consider the lower or upper
limit of TN) and TT continues to increase with TT reaching ten times the value
of the zero field TN. The dotted lines correspond to the two temperature curves
shown in figure 29. It is especially interesting to look at the curve at 2.4 T.
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Figure 32. Reciprocal space (h, k)
around the nuclear reflection (110),
with the magnetic field direction in-
dicated by an arrow.

At this field the system enters the supercon-
ducting state at 5 K, and at approximately
1 K a re-entrance to the normal state oc-
curs. However, looking at figure 29 there
are no sudden changes in the integrated in-
tensity at these transitions. Similar results
were found for fields of 2.1 and 2.6 T.

Figure 32 presents an overview of the po-
sitions of the magnetic reflections around
the nuclear peak (110) in reciprocal space.
The long wavelength structure with Q =
QF with four symmetry related peaks is re-
placed by two peaks with Q = QN, when
the magnetic field applied along the a axis
exceeds 1.5 T. Notice the symmetry break
introduced by the QN structure, there are
no peaks in the b direction of the QN phase.

6.3 Results: Low intensity tail of the QN phase in
TmNi2B2C

In order to examine the details of the low intensity tail, we performed a high
resolution study of the QN phase in TmNi2B2C

The magnetic field was applied parallel to the a-axis, and the widths of both nu-
clear and magnetic peaks were measured along the a- and b-axes directions. The
nuclear Bragg peaks were resolution limited, having widths consistent with the
calculated resolution function obtained by the Rescal programme [55]. A compar-
ison between the measured nuclear (200)-reflection and the calculated resolution
is shown in the top panel of figure 33.

Longitudinal ([h00]) and transverse ([0k0]) scans through the QNI reflection
were performed at temperatures between 1.6 and 9 K, and fields of 1.2, 1.4. 1.5,
1.8, and 2.6 T. Overall, we found both widths to be constant within ± 10% for
all temperatures and fields. Hence there appears to be no change of the magnetic
correlation length between the main QNI phase and the low intensity tail, or
depending on whether this phase coexists with superconductivity or not.

Figure 34 presents the transverse width as a function of temperature at 1.8
T, and here one can see that in the high resolution scans the width is constant
within the 10% mentioned above, whereas the low resolution scans present larger
errorbars and larger deviations from the mean value, but no real features in the
width which could explain e.g. a phase transition is observed.

The longitudinal width of the QNI reflection was resolution limited, giving only
a lower limit for the magnetic correlation length parallel to the field of ξm

‖ =
400 ± 50 Å. For the transverse width it is possible to determine the magnetic
correlation length perpendicular to the direction of the field, ξ⊥m. The bottom panel
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Figure 33. Top panel: High resolution transverse scan through the nuclear (200)
reflection, using second order neutrons. The dashed line is the calculated Gaussian
resolution with a width of 0.0026 rlu. Bottom panel: High resolution transverse scan
through (0.483, 0, 0) at 1.7 K and 1.8 T. The full line is a Voigt fit to the data,
composed of a Lorentzian (dash-dotted line) of width 0.00160 rlu, convoluted with
a Gaussian (dashed line) with a width of 0.0012 FWHM rlu equal to the calculated
resolution.

Figure 34. Widths of the magnetic reflection obtained from high (blue) and low
(red) resolution transverse scan through (0.483, 0, 0) at 1.8 T. The widths are
Lorentzian widths, obtained by fitting a Voigt function to the data, composed of
a Lorentzian convoluted with a Gaussian with a fixed width of 0.0012 FWHM rlu
(high resolution data, blue) or 0.0023 FWHM rlu (low resolution data, red).

of figure 33 shows a transverse scan at Q = QNI, with the calculated Gaussian
resolution of 0.0012 rlu FWHM, indicated by the dashed line. It is clearly seen
that there is a broadening of the reflection with pronounced tails as compared
to the resolution. Fitting a Voigt function with the Gaussian width equal to the
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calculated resolution, we obtain a width of the Lorentzian part shown by the dash-
dotted line equal to ∆Q = (16±0.6) ·10−4 rlu = 29±1 µm−1. Using the standard
expression, ξ = 2

∆Q , to determine the extent of the correlated volume, we obtain
a magnetic correlation length of ξ⊥m = 690 ±50 Å. This is significantly longer than
the superconducting coherence length, which is measured to be ξsc = 120 Å or
180 Å [54, 29].
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Figure 35. Top panel: High resolution longitudinal scans through the (0.485, 0, 0)
reflection at B = 2.6 T, using second order neutrons. Bottom panel: A plot of the
same scans versus temperature.

Traditionally, one would consider the possibility that a tail of scattered neu-
trons could be due to diffuse scattering from small domains of magnetic ordering
appearing as precursors of the bulk ordering. The signature of this would be an
increased peak width just above TN [56]. A way to visualize this is to plot the
intensity versus temperature of a point in reciprocal space, which lies in the back-
ground, as close to the reflection as possible. Here a peak will appear at and above
TN in case of diffuse scattering. In the upper part of figure 35, longitudinal scans
of the QN reflection at various temperatures is presented. In the lower part the
same scans shows the temperature variation of the intensity at each reciprocal
point in the h-scans, and it is clear that there is no sign of any peaks at the edges
of the reflection. This is also the case for the transverse scans, so we conclude that
the low intensity tail of the QN phase is not due to diffuse scattering.

6.4 Results: (Tm1−xYbx)Ni2B2C

The motivation for examining the magnetic structures of Yb doped TmNi2B2C
was the idea of suppressing superconductivity by an alternative method. In this
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way we could examine the interaction between superconductivity and the magnetic
structures of TmNi2B2C.
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Figure 36. Magnetization measurements on
pure TmNi2B2C for magnetic fields applied
perpendicular (upper panel) and parallel to
the c-axis, from reference [54].

Figure 37. Magnetization measure-
ments on YbNi2B2C for magnetic
fields applied perpendicular and
parallel to the c-axis, from refer-
ence [57]

YbNi2B2C is a heavy-fermion compound with a Kondo temperature of 10 K, and
it shows no sign of superconducting or magnetic order down to 0.34 K [37]. There
is a strong hybridization between the 4f -levels and the conduction electrons in
this material, which means that excited states are created in the superconducting
energy gab, this decreases the energy gap, and thereby Tc is suppressed. As a
consequence, ytterbium strongly suppresses superconductivity when using it as
a dopant in superconducting RNi2B2C compounds. The magnetization curves of
TmNi2B2C and YbNi2B2C are presented in figures 36 and 37. For TmNi2B2C in
the left panel, the T = 2 K data (circles) can be compared to the magnetization
data for YbNi2B2C in the right panel. Notice, both in TmNi2B2C and YbNi2B2C
the c axis is the easy axis of magnetization, and the magnetization is much smaller
in YbNi2B2C than in TmNi2B2C. The magnetic properties of the two compounds
are thus quite similar, but with Yb having a much smaller magnetic moment than
the Tm ions.

In TmNi2B2C superconductivity is partly suppressed by Yb doping, giving Tc =
4.9 K for x = 0.1, and Tc = 2 K for x = 0.15. In zero field the magnetic structure
is the QF phase with similar wave vector and Nèel temperature as in the pure Tm
compound. The assumption was that in (Tm0.90Yb0.10)Ni2B2C it would require
a smaller field to go from the QF to the QNI phase than in the pure thulium
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Figure 38. Integrated intensity of the QNI phase in (Tm0.90Yb0.10)Ni2B2C, at 100
mK following a zero field cool, obtained in increasing fields (circles) and thereafter
in decreasing fields (squares).

compound, because the effect of doping with ytterbium, should be analogous to
applying a magnetic field.

In figure 38 the integrated intensity of the QNI phase in (Tm0.90Yb0.10)Ni2B2C
is presented. The transition field is 1.4 T, which is 0.4 T higher than in the undoped
thulium compound, and the field hysteresis is approximately 0.1 T. At 15 percent
ytterbium doping the QF phase is stable up to the maximum measured field of
1.8 T.
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(Tm0.90Yb0.10)Ni2B2C in an applied
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Figure 40. Integrated intensities of
the QNI phase versus temperature in
(Tm0.90Yb0.10)Ni2B2C in increasing
fields, for fields of 1.4 T (diamonds),
1.5 T (up triangles), 1.6 T (down tri-
angles), 1.7 T (squares), and 1.8 T
(circles).

Fig. 39 presents h-scans of the magnetic reflection at 1.8 T for increasing tem-
peratures. Notice that the center of the reflection lies at h = 0.47 ± 0.002 rlu,
whereas it lies at 0.482 for the pure thulium compound. The integrated intensity
of the magnetic reflection is presented in Fig. 40. It is evaluated from Gaussian fits
to h scans, similar to the ones shown in Fig. 39. The Nèel temperature which in
the pure thulium compound was determined either by linear extrapolation of the
steepest part of the intensity curve or by maximum in − dI

dT , cannot be determined
because of missing data points in the range 0.8 to 1.5 K, where TN lies. As in the
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pure thulium compound a low intensity tail of the QNI structure is observed. The
tail temperatures lie in the range of 2 - 3 K, compared to Nèel temperatures ly-
ing between 1 K and 1.5 K. Here the maximum field examined is 1.8 T, and as
expected the QNII phase is not observed.

6.5 Results: Static or dynamic deformation

In a neutron diffraction experiment we cannot detect a possible quadrupolar or-
dering. However, since strain may play a role, we can look for either a static or a
dynamic deformation of the crystal lattice. As explained in section 3.3 a softening
of a phonon with wavevector QN has been observed in YNi2B2C and LuNi2B2C.
Imagine that this phonon is present also in TmNi2B2C and that it may go soft and
thereby support the quadrupolar structure. The deformation should correspond
to c axis displacements of the Tm ions, with a period QN along the a direction.
Such a static deformation cannot be seen at the reciprocal point (0.48, 0, 0), which
is where the data presented in section 6.2 was taken. Instead one has to go to
(0.48, 0, l) points, because the larger l the stronger the reflection should be. We
have performed an elastic neutron diffraction experiment looking at the reciprocal
lattice point (−0.48, 0, 4) both in zero field and in an applied field up to 1.8 T,
and the results are presented in figure 41.
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Figure 41. Development of reflections around (−0.48, 0, 4) (Top left) and
(−0.48, 0, 0) (bottom left), and a control scan at (004), for applied fields of 0 T
(circles), 0.5 T (squares), and 0.7 T (triangles).

Notice in the upper left panel that there is no intensity at the (−0.48, 0, 4)
position, indicating that there is no static deformation. The intensity of the (004)
reflection is 33500 neutron counts in 45 seconds, as seen in the right panel. In
the same time interval, the background at (-0.48,0,4) lies in the interval of 15–
30 neutron counts. Even though we do not see any intensity at this point, there
could still be a static deformation, only with a smaller amplitude than what we
can resolve in the present experiment.

A matlab calculation is performed in order to calculate the intensity of the
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(−0.48, 0, 4) reflection relative to the (004) reflection, in the case of a deformation
of the thulium ions in the c direction with a wave vector of (-0.48,0,0). The con-
clusion is, assuming we are able to resolve a reflection with an intensity of half
the background that a deformation of this kind would have an amplitude smaller
than 2 × 10−3 lattice units.

The lower left panel presents scans of the (−0.48, 0, 0) reflection in increasing
fields, and notice that there is an indication of a peak already at 0.5 T, and a
clear peak is visible at 0.7 T. In the experiments presented in section 6.2 the first
sign of intensity appears at 0.8 T (see figure 30 on page 58). The reason that the
magnetic intensity is not seen at the (−0.48, 0, 4) reflection is due to several factors.
Most significantly, in magnetic diffraction only the part of the magnetic moment
perpendicular to the scattering vector can be seen yielding approximately a factor
of 1

9 , but also the form factor of the magnetic scattering reduces the intensity by
a factor 1

4 .
Figure 42 presents inelastic neutron scattering scans at the (−0.48, 0, 4) reflec-

tion in order to look for a softening of the phonon at Tc, similar to what was seen
in the other compounds. There is an indication of a slight softening, since the
inelastic peak at 3 meV becomes more narrow moving slightly to the low energy
side. In figure 43 the peak intensity of the scans in figure 42 is presented versus
temperature. The intensity is measured at an energy transfer of 3.05 meV at Q
= (−0.48, 0, 4). Instead of a clear interaction with superconductivity with a change
of the phonon mode at Tc, in this case we observe that something happens at T
≈ 25 K and not at Tc. Further experiments are required in order to understand
what happens to the phonon mode.
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6.6 Summary and discussion

The assumption when starting the experiments on TmNi2B2C was that applying
a magnetic field along the a-direction would suppress superconductivity with little
effect on the predominantly axial magnetic moments. In this way the appearance
of the QN phase was believed to be caused by the suppression of superconductivity.
This suppression made it energetically favorable to create a magnetic order with a
Q-vector determined by the maximum in the magnetic susceptibility at the Fermi
surface nesting vector QN.

However, our results disprove the simple picture where a suppression of super-
conductivity induces a magnetic structure at QN.

Two results imply that the controlling parameter is not superconductivity, but
something else. Firstly, the intensity of the QN phase at 2.4 T does not show
any sign of change when crossing Hc2. If superconductivity were the controlling
parameter for the appearance of the QN phase, then we would expect a jump in
the intensity at the superconducting transitions. Secondly, all when suppressing
superconductivity by doping with Yb the transition field increases compared to
the pure Tm compound. Doping with Yb on the Tm site suppresses superconduc-
tivity, but nonetheless the transition field between the QF and the QNI phases
increases. If superconductivity were the controlling parameter for the appearance
of the QNI phase, then we would expect the transition field to decrease in the
doped compound. Generally, when doping with a magnetic ion in a supercon-
ductor, electron states appear in the superconducting gap. The energy scales of
the Kondo system TK relative to the superconducting system Tc, determines the
position of the states in the gap, and the strongest effect on superconductivity
appears for Tc ≈ TK [58]. This delocalization of the 4f -states by doping with Yb
suppresses superconductivity significantly, however how the delocalization effects
the magnetic structures is not obvious. Instead we can simply consider the QN

magnetic structure as a standard rare earth case, where the de Gennes scaling con-
trols the parameters of the magnetic phase. The de Gennes factor changes from
7
6 = 1.167 in a free thulium ion to 9

28 in an ytterbium ion. This gives an average
de Gennes factor of 1.08 in 10 % ytterbium doped (Tm1−xYbx)Ni2B2C. TN will
decrease by 7 % corresponding to the average change in de Gennes factor. Even
though the de Gennes analysis yields no information of whether it may explain
the shift of 0.4 T in field, it does explain the destabilization of the QN phase.

Even though the role of superconductivity on the magnetic phases seems to be
very weak, a purely magnetic stabilization of the QN phase is also not consistent
with the present results. The Néel temperature (TN(B)) of the QNI phase increases
in increasing fields, up to the maximum field of 6 T. The usual scenario when ap-
plying a magnetic field perpendicular to the moments in an antiferromagnetically
ordered state, is that the magnetic state is destabilized. If our starting assumption
was correct, we would expect that at low fields, the QNI phase would be stabilized
by a field because of the increasing suppression of superconductivity, giving an
increasing TN(B) in field. Whereas, above Hc2 one would expect the applied field
to suppress the antiferromagnetic QNI phase gradually, and TN(B) would decrease
in increasing fields. Instead we observe an increasing TN(B) in increasing fields
throughout the field region. Thus we conclude that the QNI phase is stabilized by
something else than a purely magnetic interaction, e.g. as in CeSb, where a strong
uniaxial anisotropy and magnetoelastic effect give rise to a cascade of magnetic
structures with an increasing TN in field [59].

The results presented in this thesis suggest that the properties of the QN phase
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cannot solely be attributed to the suppression of superconductivity. The applied
magnetic field induces some other mechanism, which stabilizes the QN phase.
The smooth variation of the intensity of the QN phase with temperature with
no signature of a true phase transition, also indicates that we are dealing with a
field induced phenomenon. Any theory attempting to explain the magnetic phases
of TmNi2B2C in a magnetic field, should address not only the points discussed
above, but also three other properties of the QNI phase.

Firstly, the appearance of QNII ordering above 4 T is not yet understood. It
might be that the origin of the QNII phase lies in field induced modifications of
the Fermi surface. Secondly, the QN phase appears only parallel to the applied
field, not perpendicular to it. This symmetry break introduced by the QN phase
is not yet understood. Thirdly, the low intensity tail of the QN phase, which has
a constant correlation length throughout the phase diagram, and extends as high
as to 15 K, is not accounted for in any present theory.

All in all it appears obvious that a new mechanism, not controlled by supercon-
ductivity, is in play and needs to be unravelled before the unusual experimental
phase diagram of TmNi2B2C can be accounted for. As presented in section 2.4,
a quadrupolar and/or magnetoelastic effect may explain the rising TN, the low
intensity tail, and the symmetry break of the QN phase. Further experiments will
reveal if this is the true explanation of the magnetic structures of TmNi2B2C.
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7 Summary and outlook

The work in this thesis has been a search for evidence for a clear interaction
between superconductivity and magnetism. However, most of the results indicate
that the superconducting properties play a small, if any, role in the magnetic
system.

7.1 Summary

The results presented in chapters 5 and 6 are summarized in the following.

ErNi2B2C

The present experimental analysis of the magnetic properties of ErNi2B2C, has
revealed a remarkable variety of different commensurable magnetic structures. The
experiments on ErNi2B2C were initiated in an attempt to solve the problem with
the different behavior of the upper critical field at TN for different field directions.
The work in this thesis established that the Fermi surface nesting structure is the
stable magnetic structure at Hc2 for all field directions.

I conclude that most of the magnetic properties of the present ErNi2B2C system
are explained without any reference to the superconducting electrons.

The spectacular effect of the small-angle rotation of Q occurs at fields along
[110]. This unexpected observation indicates that the classical dipole interaction
cannot be the only anisotropic two-ion interaction of importance in this system.

The second spectacular effect detected in the experiments is the surprising sta-
bility and the reversible behavior of the minority QB

N domain, when the field is
applied along [010]. It is very unlikely that this phenomenon would have occurred
in the normal phase of the magnet. The arguments only leave the explanation that
the minority domain, for some unknown reason, is able to survive in parts of the
crystal up to a field close to Hc2, due to the inhomogeneities introduced by the
superconducting type II phase.

TmNi2B2C

Initially, the appearance of the QN phase was believed to be caused by the sup-
pression of superconductivity. This suppression made it energetically favorable
to create a magnetic order with a Q-vector determined by the maximum in the
magnetic susceptibility at the Fermi surface nesting vector QN. The results pre-
sented in this thesis suggest that the properties of the QN phase cannot solely be
attributed to the suppression of superconductivity.

Two results imply that the controlling parameter is not superconductivity, but
something else. Firstly, the intensity of the QN phase at 2.4 T does not show any
sign of change when crossing Hc2. Secondly, all when suppressing superconduc-
tivity by doping with Yb the transition field increases compared to the pure Tm
compound.

Even though the role of superconductivity on the magnetic phases seems to be
very weak, a purely magnetic stabilization of the QN phase is also not consistent
with the present results. Two results indicate that we are dealing with a field
induced phenomenon: The Néel temperature (TN(B)) of the QNI phase increases
in increasing fields, up to the maximum field of 6 T, and the smooth variation
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of the intensity of the QN phase with temperatures with no sign of a true phase
transition.

All in all it appears obvious that a new mechanism, not controlled by supercon-
ductivity, is in play and needs to be unravelled before the unusual experimental
phase diagram of TmNi2B2C can be accounted for. As presented in section 2.4,
a quadrupolar and/or magnetoelastic effect may explain the rising TN, the low
intensity tail, and the symmetry break of the QN phase.

7.2 Outlook

Despite extensive studies of the magnetic properties of ErNi2B2C and TmNi2B2C
there are still interesting questions to be answered. Listed below are a number of
experiments which are a direct extension of those reported in this thesis.

• ErNi2B2C: Further studies of the rotation of the Q vector in order to establish
whether the rotation is connected to the dduu → duuu transition or if it is a
signature of the transition from the normal to superconducting phase.

• ErNi2B2C: The interesting lack of hysteresis in the minority domain should be
examined in detail. In order to determine if this phenomenon is connected to
the superconducting flux cores, it should be studied while varying the super-
conducting properties. This can be done either by varying the temperature,
by doping e.g. with cobalt on the nickel site, or by applying an additional
magnetic field in the c-direction.

• TmNi2B2C: A static deformation of the Tm ions in the c direction with
wavevector QN could explain all observed features of the magnetic phase in
TmNi2B2C. An X-ray experiment can determine the structural details both
in zero and non-zero magnetic field.

• TmNi2B2C: In case there is no static deformation to be observed by X-
ray scattering, it could be interesting to try to look for a phonon softening
at the nesting wavevector QN similar to what was observed in LuNi2B2C,
HoNi2B2C, and YNi2B2C compounds.
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A Scaling QF intensities to QN equiv-
alents in TmNi2B2C

This appendix explains the steps necessary to convert integrated intensities of the
QF-reflections to their equivalent value if they had been situated at QN. First,
the differential scattering cross section of a magnetic reflection is evaluated:

A.1 Calculating the magnetic scattering

Equation 35 in section 4.1, is the differential scattering cross section for nuclear
scattering.

dσ

dΩ
= |

∑
n

beiκ·Rn |2. (A.1)

When dealing with magnetic scattering the magnetic scattering length b replaces
the nuclear scattering length bm, see section 4.2:

bm(κ) =
e2γ

2mec2
f(κ)

|µ|
µB

(µ̂ − κ̂(κ̂ · µ̂)), (A.2)

where κ̂ and µ̂ are unit vectors in the direction of κ and µ, γ = −1.91 is the
gyromagnetic factor for the neutron, e the proton charge, c the velocity of light, me

the electron mass, f(κ) is the magnetic form factor which is evaluated in appendix
A.2, and µB the Bohr magneton. Note that when doing neutron scattering, we
only see the part of the magnetic moment that is perpendicular to the scattering
vector, hence the scattering length is zero if the scattering vector is parallel to the
magnetic moment.

The magnetic order of TmNi2B2C is a transverse incommensurate antiferro-
magnetic structure. The propagation of the spin density wave is in the ab-plane
and the magnetic moments are along the c-direction and assumes a value of 3.78µB

[43]. The magnetic ordering vector is QF = 0.094(a∗+b∗) [43]. According to Lynn
et al. the wave is almost ”squared up” which means that instead of the size of
the magnetic moment following a pure sinus, then the moment assumes almost its
maximum value, in the direction determined by the modulation. This structure
corresponds to a period of the magnetic modulation of 26 Å (or 5.3 spins in the
(110)-direction). If we assume that this is the case the magnetic moment can be
described by:

µ = µ(0, 0, sign(sin(QF · rTm))). (A.3)

Equations (35), (41), (A.2), and (A.3) are combined to calculate the differential
scattering cross section of the magnetic structure in TmNi2B2C. If we keep the
scattering vector in the ab-plane (κ = ha∗ +kb∗), then in low fields, the magnetic
moments is confined to the c axis and κ · µ = 0, yielding:(

dσ

dΩ

)
mag

= | e2γ

2mec2
f(κ)

µ

µB
|2

· |
∑

n1,n2,n3

sign(sin(QF · rTm1))eiκ·rTm1

+ sign(sin(QF · rTm2))e
iκ·rTm2 |2. (A.4)
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Now we make a coordinate transformation so that the sum in the ab-plane is
directed along the magnetic order vector. Because it is important to maintain the
correct number of scatterers of the crystal, the sums in the ab-plane are now with
N1√

2
and N2√

2
. Two of the sums become Sinc functions and only one sum has to be

evaluated numerically:(
dσ

dΩ

)
mag

= | e2γ

2mec2
f(κ)

µ

µB
|2SN3(πl)SN1√

2
(π(h − k))

· |
N2√

2
−1∑

n2=0

(
sign(sin(2πd2n2)) + sign(sin(2πd(2n2 + 1)))eiπ(h+k)

+
(
sign(sin(2πd(2n2 + 1))) + sign(sin(2πd(2n2 + 2)))eiπ(h+k)

)
e2πik

)

· e2πi(h+k)n2 |2 (A.5)

Here d is the period of the magnetic scattering vector: [d, d, 0]=
[0.094,0.094,0]. The short notation |∑n2

...|2 will be used for the fourfold sum in
equation (A.5). The sum depends on the reciprocal vector [h, k, l] but in reality
it is zero everywhere but at the magnetic scattering vectors, which is the sum
of allowed reciprocal lattice vectors plus [±d,±d, 0] or giving higher order peaks:
plus 3, 5, or 7 · [±d,±d, 0]. For every reciprocal lattice vector κ = ha∗ + kb∗,
the sum is evaluated and this gives us the magnetic differential scattering cross
section of TmNi2B2C.

In summary, the magnetic differential scattering cross section consists of two
terms which differ for the two magnetic structures QF and QN, the form factor
and the structure factor. Another factor plays a role in the real life of neutron
diffraction, namely, the Lorentz factor. The optimal way to study a magnetic
structure is to scan along lines in reciprocal space. The difference from an an-
gular crystallographic method is that instead of letting the change in instrument
settings correspond to equidistant steps in angle between data points, the change
in instrument settings corresponds to equidistant steps in reciprocal lattice units.
The change is of geometrical nature, and the correction factor is:
L−1 = sin (θ + αQ), where θ = arcsin

( |Q|
2k

)
and αQ is the angle between the

scattering vector and the scan direction.
All in all the scattered intensity of the QF structure is given by the following

equation:

Iscat = K

(
e2γ

2mec2

)2 (
µ

µB

)2

| f(κ) |2 L(κ)
N1√

2
N3 |

∑
... |2 . (A.6)

where K is a spectrometer specific constant, L(κ) is the Lorentz factor, N1 and
N3 are the number of unit cells in the a and c direction, and the sum represents
the structure factor. A similar sum can be evaluated for the QN structure. The
form factor, the Lorentz factor and the structure factor varies between different
magnetic reflections, and in the following these correction factors are presented.
In each case the result is a factor to be multiplied to the QF-intensity.

A.2 Evaluating the correction terms

The following constants are used in the calculations: The length of the reciprocal
lattice vector: a∗ = 2π

3.486 = 1.79 Å−1. And the length of the k vector representing
the energy of the neutrons in the experiments: k = 2.58 Å−1.
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Scattering vectors:

|QN| = |0.483 × (1, 0, 0)| = 0.483 a∗ = 0.865 Å−1,

|QF1| = |(1 − 0.095) × (1, 1, 0)| =
√

2 × 0.905 a∗ = 2.29 Å−1,

|QF2| = |(1 + 0.095) × (1, 1, 0)| =
√

2 × 1.095 a∗ = 2.77 Å−1,

|QF3| = |(1 + 0.095, 1 − 0.095, 0)| =
√

(1.0952 + 0.9052) a∗ = 2.54 Å−1.

|QF4| = |(1 − 0.095, 1 + 0.095, 0)| =
√

(1.0952 + 0.9052) a∗ = 2.54 Å−1.
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Figure 44. Left: Scan between the reciprocal lattice points (0.89, 0.89) and
(1.11, 1.11) through QF1 (peak nr. 1), (110), Al111, and QF2 (peak nr. 4). Right:
Scan between the reciprocal lattice points (1.11, 0.89) and (0.89, 1.11) through
QF3 (peak nr. 1), (110), and QF4 (peak nr. 3). The results of Gaussian fits to
the peaks are printed next to each peak.
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Figure 45. Longitudinal scan through the QN peak. The results of a Gaussian fit
is printed in the window. I = 312 · 0.008 = 2.50.

The integrated intensity of each magnetic reflection is obtained from figures 44
and 45 by multiplying the amplitude and width from the Gaussian scans. The
factor

√
2 is due to the different step width when performing scans with steps of

0.001 rlu in the h direction and in the h + k direction.
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I(QN) = 2.50 a∗ = 4.475, (A.7)

I(QF1) =
√

2 × 0.6271 a∗ = 1.588, (A.8)

I(QF2) =
√

2 × 0.4616 a∗ = 1.169, (A.9)

I(QF3) =
√

2 × 0.3147 a∗ = 0.7966, (A.10)

I(QF4) =
√

2 × 0.2574 a∗ = 0.6516. (A.11)

Lorenz factor

The Lorentz factor is given by:

L−1 = sin (θ + αQ) ,

where θ = arcsin
( |Q|

2k

)
and αQ is the angle between scattering vector and scan

direction. For QN, QF1, and QF2, αQ is zero and L = 1
sin θ = 2k

|Q| :

L(QN) =
2 × 2.58
0.865

= 5.965, (A.12)

L(QF1) =
2 × 2.58

2.29
= 2.253, (A.13)

L(QF2) =
2 × 2.58

2.77
= 1.863, (A.14)

For QF3 and QF4 the scan starts in (1.11, 0.89, 0) and ends in (0.89, 1.11, 0),
giving a scan direction of (-1,1,0). The scattering vectors are (1.095, 0.905, 0) for
QF3 and (0.905, 1.095, 0) for QF4. αQ is calculated as the angle between the
scattering vector and the scan direction, using a · b = ab cos θ:

θ(QF3,QF4) = arcsin
(

2.54
2 × 2.58

)
= 29.49o (A.15)

αQ(QF3) = arccos
( −1.095 + 0.905√

2 ×√
1.0952 + 0.9052

)
= 95.43o (A.16)

L(QF3) =
1

sin(29.49 + 95.43)
= 1.220, (A.17)

αQ(QF4) = arccos
( −0.905 + 1.095√

2 ×√
1.0952 + 0.9052

)
= 84.57o (A.18)

L(QF4) =
1

sin(29.49 + 84.57)
= 1.095. (A.19)
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The Lorentz correction factors fLorenz(Q) for different Q are given by:

fLorenz(Q) =
LQN

LQ
, (A.20)

fLorenz(QF1) =
5.965
2.253

= 2.648, (A.21)

fLorenz(QF2) =
5.965
1.863

= 3.202, (A.22)

fLorenz(QF3) =
5.965
1.220

= 4.889, (A.23)

fLorenz(QF4) =
5.965
1.095

= 5.448. (A.24)

Structure factor

The structure factor is presented in equation A.5, and the sum is evaluated in a
matlab programme, calculating the intensity abs(jsum)2 N1

2 N3
2 of the magnetic

reflections at QF and QN. Parameters used are N1=N2=30 and N3=5.

f2
Str. factor =

fStr. factor(QF)2

fStr. factor(QN)2
=

3.849 × 107

2.193 × 107
= 0.5697

Form factor

The magnetic form factor f(κ) is determined by the distribution of magnetization
within a single atom. In the majority of cases the magnetization is due to a single
open atomic shell, therefore the form factor is the Fourier transform of the space
distribution of the unpaired electrons. This is similar to the nuclear structure
factor where it was a sum over the unit cell, but in this case the sum is over the
magnetic moments of the unpaired electrons in the electron cloud. Within the
dipole approximation (spherical symmetry) the magnetic form factor for a free
Tm ion is given by:

f(κ) = 〈j0(κ)〉 + (1 − 2
gJ

)〈j2(κ)〉 (A.25)

where gJ is the Landé splitting factor, and 〈jl(κ)〉 are the l’th order spherical
Bessel functions, corrected for the radial wavefunction for the unpaired electrons
in the Tm atom. International Tables for Crystallography [45] give the coefficients
in an analytical approximation to the Bessel functions:

〈j0(s)〉 = 0.0983 · e−18.324s2
+ 0.338 · e−6.918s2

+ 0.5875 · e−2.662s2 − 0.0241 (A.26)

〈j2(s)〉 = 0.176 · s2 · e−18.542s2
+ 0.9105 · s2 · e−6.579s2

+ 0.897 · s2 · e−2.062s2 − 0.0294 · s2 (A.27)

where s = Q
4π in units of Å−1. Notice that the strength of the magnetic reflections

decreases quickly, as the length of the scattering vector increases.
Of course the distribution of electrons surrounding the atom in the crystal is not

the same as in the free ion, and in the following, I compare results of calculating
the form factor for the free Tm ion, and the empirically determined form factor,
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which is obtained by fitting a Gaussian to the intensity of the magnetic structures
versus the length of the scattering vector Q. Here it is important to use Lorenz-
and structure- factor corrected intensities. Hence, the following intensity values
are used:

I ′(Q) =
I(Q) × fStr. factor

L(Q)
(A.28)

I ′(QN) =
4.408 × 1

5.965
= 0.738, (A.29)

I ′(QF1) =
1.588 × 0.570

2.253
= 0.402, (A.30)

I ′(QF2) =
1.169 × 0.570

1.863
= 0.358, (A.31)

I ′(QF3) =
0.797 × 0.570

1.220
= 0.372, (A.32)

I ′(QF4) =
0.652 × 0.570

1.095
= 0.339. (A.33)

The two QF3 and QF4 intensities should be equal when corrected for the Lorentz
factor, I cannot say why they are not. As a compromise, the average (0.355) is
used in the calculations.
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Figure 46. Left: Fitted and calculated form factors. Center: The form factor cor-
rected experimental intensities. Right: The calculated magnetic moment.

Fitting the intensities of the QN and QF reflections with a Gaussian yields
the result presented in figure 46. Circles include all five reflections, squares only
the QF reflections, and triangles are the calculated form factors. In order to judge
which form-factor correction is correct, I estimate the size of the magnetic moment
calculated in the following way:

(
dσ

dΩ

)
Mag

=
(

e2γ

2mec2

)2 (
µ

µB

)2

| f(κ) |2 N1√
2
N3 |

∑
... |2 . (A.34)

(
dσ

dΩ

)
Mag

=
(

dσ

dΩ

)
Nuc

IMag

INuc
=| F (κ) |2 N1N2N3

IMag

INuc
(A.35)

(
µ

µB

)2

=
N2

2 | F (κ) |2(
e2γ

2mec2

)2

| ∑
... |2| f(κ) |2

IMag

INuc
(A.36)

The intensity of the (110) nuclear reflection is 154.2 · 0.0040204 · √2 a∗ = 1.578
taken from figure 44. The intensities used for calculating the magnetic moment
are corrected for Lorentz factors. The Lorentz factor for the (110) reflection is
2 k
Q = 2 2.58√

2 1.79
= 2.02
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The value of the magnetic moment is calculated and plotted in the right part
of figure 46. In the literature the magnetic moment of thulium in TmNi2B2C is
estimated to around 3.8 µB. It is clear that the circles, representing the fitted
values, including the QN intensity is wrong, since the magnetic moment should be
the same for all values of Q. The calculated form factor corrections of the free Tm
ion (triangles), appears to underestimate the form factor. The empiric form factor
(not including the QN intensity) (squares), appears to be the best estimate of the
form factor, but note that the error in estimating the form factor is approximately
25 %:

F (QN) = 0.964, (A.37)

F (QF1) = 0.773, (A.38)

F (QF2) = 0.686, (A.39)

F (QF3,QF4) = 0.728. (A.40)

The form factor corrections are:

fForm factor(QF1) =
0.964
0.773

= 1.247, (A.41)

fForm factor(QF2) =
0.964
0.686

= 1.405, (A.42)

fForm factor(QF3,QF4) =
0.964
0.728

= 1.324. (A.43)

A.3 Corrections

We can now multiply all the elements to get the complete correction factors as
follows:

f(Q) = fLorenz × fStr. factor × fForm factor, (A.44)

f(QF1) = 2.648 × 0.5697 × 1.247 = 1.881, (A.45)

f(QF2) = 3.202 × 0.5697 × 1.405 = 2.563, (A.46)

f(QF3) = 4.889 × 0.5697 × 1.324 = 3.688, (A.47)

f(QF4) = 5.448 × 0.5697 × 1.324 = 4.109. (A.48)

The intensities obtained are:

I(QF1) = 1.588 × 1.881 = 2.987, (A.49)

I(QF2) = 1.169 × 2.563 = 2.996, (A.50)

I(QF3) = 0.7966 × 3.6877 = 2.938, (A.51)

I(QF4) = 0.6516 × 4.109 = 2.677. (A.52)

Since the QN intensity was obtained with a longitudinal scan, only the longitudinal
scans of QF1 and QF2 can be compared to the QN reflection. Itotal = 2.987 +
2.996 = 5.983.
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Conclusion

The total intensity of the QF phase would be 5.983 if the reflection were situated
at the position of the QN reflection. The first part of the experiment (up to B =
1.8 T) was performed at Risø, Denmark, and the rest of the phase diagram was
established at Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Germany. The difference in the intensity of
the QN reflection at 1.8 T was a factor of 3.5916 to be multiplied to the Risø
experiments. In total, the zero field intensity of the QF phase is scaled from 1.588
to 5.983 · 3.5916 = 21.5, which can be seen in figure 30 on page 58.
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